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AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER
Iffat Ara Shamsad

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a heterogeneous

neurodevelopmental disorder that affects

communication and behavior. Although autism can

be diagnosed at any age, it is said to be a

“developmental disorder” because symptoms generally

appear in the first three years of life. The worldwide

population prevalence is about 1%. Autism affects more

male than female individuals, and comorbidity is

common (>70% have concurrent conditions).1 In a

large, nationwide population-based study, the

estimated ASD prevalence was 2.47% among US

children and adolescents in 2014-2016.2 One

important landmark survey conducted by the DGHS

and MOHFW entitled Survey of Autism and

Neurodevelopmental Disorders in Bangladesh in 2013,

suggested the  mean prevalence of  ASD in Bangladesh

was 1.55/1000 (n=7280) and in Dhaka city it was 30/

1000 and 0.68/1000 in rural populations.3 In India

one study showed a prevalence rate of 0.9/1000 while

another study reported 1.5/1000.4 Every year 2 April

is observed as World Autism Awareness Day recognized

by WHO from 2008. Awareness ribbon of autism is

consist of multicolor puzzle pieces as Individuals with

autism are so puzzling. Blue is the color of autism

awareness.

 In 1943, child psychiatrist Leo Kanner first described

autism in eleven children. Leo Kanner begins his

landmark in 1943 by his case series

on autistic children, but stating that this condition was

first brought to his attention in 1938.5 

ASD encompasses disorders previously referred to as

early infantile autism, childhood autism, Kanner

autism, high functioning autism, atypical autism,

Asperger disorder, childhood disintegrative disorder

and pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise

speciûed. These speciûc diagnoses are not reliably

distinguishable or consistently applied across diûerent

treatment centers. There is wide variation in the type

and severity of symptoms. Then autism is known as a

“ autism spectrum disorder (ASD)” according to

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders

(DSM-V) published by the American Psychiatric

Association in 2013.6  Now this single term covers a

large spectrum of symptoms, skills, and levels of

impairment. The diagnostic criteria for autism

spectrum disorder (ASD) have been modified in DSM-

V based on the research literature and clinical

experience in the 19 years since the DSM-IV was

published in 1994. Changes include, the diagnosis will

be called Autism Spectrum Disorder (DSM-V), and

there no longer will be sub diagnoses (DSM-IV).

Symptoms were divided into three areas (social

reciprocity, communicative intent, restricted and

repetitive behaviors) in DSM-IV. The new diagnostic

criteria have been rearranged into two areas: i) social

communication/interaction, and ii) restricted and

repetitive behaviors. The diagnosis will be based on

symptoms previously, currently symptoms or by

history, in above two areas.6

For early diagnosis RED FLAG signs are to be observed

e.g. no big smiles or other warm, joyful expressions by

six months or thereafter, no back and forth sharing of

sounds, smiles or other facial expressions by nine

months, no bubling by 12 months, no back and forth

gestures such as pointing showing, reaching or waving

by 12 months, no word by 16 months, no meaningful,

two-word phrases (not including imitating or

repeatating) by 24 months and any loss of speech,

babbling or social skills at any age.7

Though people with ASD experience many challenges,

they may also have many strengths, including being

able to learn things in detail and remember information

for long periods of time, being strong visual and

auditory learners, excelling in math, science, music

and art. High-functioning autism is not an official

medical diagnosis. It’s often used to refer to people

with autism spectrum disorder who read, write, speak,

and manage life skills without much assistance. High-

functioning autism is often used to refer to those on

the milder end of the spectrum.

While scientists don’t know the exact causes of ASD,

research suggests that genes can act together with

influences from the environment. Some risk factors

include sibling with ASD, older parents, very low birth

weight, certain genetic conditions such as Down

syndrome, Fragile X syndrome, and Rett syndrome etc.

The severity of ASD is based on evaluations of

impairment caused by both deûcits in social
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communication and in restricted, repetitive behaviors.

Within these 2 categories, severity is rated levels 1-3,

with level 3 implying most severe deûcit with a need

for very substantial support, including full-time aides

or intensive therapy in some cases. Level 2-requiring

substantial support, such as speech therapy or social

skills training and Level 1 requiring support but this

is the mildest level of ASD. People at this level generally

have mild symptoms that don’t interfere too much with

work, school, or relationships.8

Issues of comorbidity in ASD is quite complex.

Approximately 50% exhibit severe or profound

intellectual disability, 35% exhibit mild to moderate

intellectual disability, and the remaining 20% have IQs

in the normal range.8 Intellectual disability and autism

spectrum disorder frequently co-occur9 Neurologic

comorbidities include epilepsy, sleep dysfunction,

motor delay, dyspraxia, incordination, and gait

disturbances. A range of behavioral diûculties can be

observed in ASD including hyperactivity, obsessive

compulsive phenomena, self-injury, aggression,

stereotypes, tics, and aûective symptoms. Aûective

symptoms are frequently observed and include lability,

inappropriate aûective responses, anxiety, and

depression. Overt clinical depression is sometimes

observed, and this may be particularly true for

adolescents.

A number of screening instruments for ASD have been

developed. Modiûed Checklist for Autism in Toddlers

(M-CHAT) is a free online 23-item autism screening

tool designed to identify children 16-30 mo of age. If

screening indicates ASD symptomatology, a thorough

diagnostic assessment should be performed.

Multidisciplinary assessment is optimal in early

diagnosis and treatment. The Autism Diagnostic

Observation Schedule (ADOS), which is a semi

structured interactive assessment of communication,

social interaction, and play (or imaginative use of

materials) by a professional trained in its

administration. The ADOS consists of four modules,

examiner selects the module that is most appropriate

for a particular child or adult on the basis of his/her

expressive language level ranging from nonverbal to

verbally-fluent and chronological age.

All children with ASD should have a medical

assessment to find out some genetic disorders e.g.

hypothyroidism, signs of tuberous sclerosis, fragile X

testing etc, psychological assessments that clarify

cognitive ability and adaptive skills, communication

assessment, including measures of both receptive and

expressive vocabulary for treatment planning.

Occupational and physical therapy evaluations may

be needed to evaluate sensory and/or motor diûculties.

Sleep is also an important variable to assess.

ASD symptoms in older children and adolescents who

attend school are often first recognized by parents and

teachers. Every school should have special education

teacher. He/she may perform an initial evaluation and

then recommend for further evaluation and

assessment. Parents talk with the specialists about

their child’s social difficulties including problems with

subtle communication. Subtle communication issues

may include problems understanding tone of voice,

facial expressions, or body language. Older children

and adolescents may have trouble understanding

figures of speech, humor, or sarcasm. Parents may

also find that their child has trouble forming

friendships with peers.

Diagnosing ASD in adults is often more difficult than

diagnosing ASD in children. In adults, some ASD

symptoms can overlap with symptoms of other mental-

health disorders, such as anxiety or attention-deficit/

hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). Adults, who notice the

signs and symptoms of ASD, ask for an ASD evaluation

by a neuropsychologist, psychologist, or psychiatrist

who has experience with ASD. Information about the

adult’s developmental history from parents or other

family members will help in making an accurate

diagnosis and to determine the types of services and

supports that are most helpful for improving the

functioning and community integration of transition-

age youth and adults with ASD. Vocational training

along with future self-sufficiency planning becomes

critical in adolescence and early adulthood.

There is no standardized treatment recommendation

for different levels of ASD. Treatment depends on each

person’s unique symptoms. Early comprehensive and

targeted behavioral interventions can improve social

communication and reduce anxiety and aggression.

ASD has a variety of speech issues. Some children

with ASD might not be able to speak at all, while others

might have trouble engaging in conversations with

others. Speech therapy can help to address a wide

range of speech problems. Some children with ASD

have trouble with motor skills. This can make things

like jumping, walking, or running difficult. Physical

therapy can help to strengthen muscles and improve

motor skills. Occupational therapy can help to learn

how to use hands, legs, or other body parts more

efficiently. This can make daily tasks and working

easier. Sensory training helps to become more

comfortable with sensory input

Applied Behavioral Analysis (ABA) therapy is used

to increase language and communication skills. It is

also used to improve attention, focus, social skills,

memory, and academics. Early Intensive Behavioral

Intervention (EIBI), a treatment based on the principles

of applied behavior analysis delivered for multiple years

Autism Spectrum Disorder BJM Vol. 30 No. 1
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at an intensity of 20 to 40 hours per week, is one of

the more well-established treatments for ASD.10 More

Than Words – The Hanen Program for Parents of

Children with ASD is a family-focused, social pragmatic

intervention program for young children with ASD. The

goal of More Than Words is to empower parents to

become the primary facilitator of their child’s

communication and language development, thereby

maximizing the child’s opportunities to develop

communication skills in everyday situations. More

Than Words addresses the needs of both non-verbal

and verbal children with ASD under the age of five.

More Than Words has three objectives: i) Parent

education ii) Early communication intervention; and

iii) Social support for parents.

The Cochrane Database Systemic review reinforces the

effectiveness of parent-mediated early interventions in

terms of the benefits for both children with ASD and

their parents. There also a recommendation for

monitoring of the level of parent stress.11

Pharmacologic interventions sometimes may increase

the ability of children with ASD to beneût from

educational and other interventions. Common targets

for pharmacologic intervention include associated

comorbid conditions e.g. anxiety, depression, irritability,

hyperactivity, repetitive behavior, stereotypy, self-

injurious behavior. The FDA has approved risperidone

(ages 5-16 yr) and aripiprazole (ages 6-17 yr) for the

treatment of irritability in ASD, as evidenced by physical

aggression, self-injury, and severe tantrum behavior.12

Drugs can reduce comorbid symptoms, but do not

directly improve social communication.

ASD people suffer from different kind of challenges

and disabilities. In developed countries, the

Government takes responsibility for their education,

training and rehabilitation. Our Government has also

taken many measures to increase the social awareness

and to improve the quality of life of this challenged

group of people so that they can substantially

contribute instead of becoming burden to the society.

Prof. Iffat Ara Shamsad

Prof. of Paediatrics

Dhaka Medical College
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 ORIGINAL ARTICLES

ENDOSCOPIC RETROGRADE

CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY FINDINGS

DIFFERS FROM ULTRASOUND RESULTS: A STUDY

ON CHOLEDOCHOLITIHISIS PATIENTS IN A

TERTIARY CARE HOSPITAL OF BANGLADESH

TAREQ  MAHMUD BHIUYAN1 , MOUSUMI SANYAL2 , SABRINA YESMIN3

Abstract:

Background: Endoscopic retrograde cholangio-pancreatography (ERCP) is a universally established

modality in evaluation and treatment of pancreatico-biliary disorders. Choledocholothiasis is one of

its common indications. In the context of Bangladesh, clinical studies on ERCP, specially, assessment

of the role of pre-procedural Ultrasound as a screening tool, is relatively rare. In this work, we have

analyzed the ERCP outcome of 95 patients and compared their pre-procedural ultrasound results

afterwards.

Methods: This cross-sectional observational study was conducted in the BIRDEM General Hospital

during June 2013 to January2015 on 95 ERCP patients. Among 95 patients, maximum (27.7%) were

diagnosed as Choledocholithiasis. The important diagnosis among the rest were, Chronic Calcific

Pancreatitis (13.8%), Ca head of Pancreas (12.7%), Cholangiocarcinoma (11.7%), and peri- ampullary

carcinoma (11.7%). Ultrasound could not detect common bile duct stone in 42% of choledocholithiasis

patients. It detected dilated common bile duct in 30% patients and 15% patients had normal ultrasound

report while they underwent ERCP due to high clinical suspicion and found to have duct stone

afterwards.

Conclusion: The role of ultrasound as a screening test for choledocholithiasis should be progressively

assessed by comparing it with MRCP and ERCP results. This study will encourage further research to

find correlation between the ERCP and Imaging (both ultrasound and MRCP) in choledocholithiasis

patients.

Key words: ERCP, Ultrasound, Choledocholithiasis, CBD stone.
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Introduction:

Endoscopic Retrograde Cholangiopancreatography

(ERCP) was first reported in 1968 and was quickly

accepted as a safe, direct technique for evaluating

pancreaticobiliary disease1. Currently ERCP is being

used for both diagnostic and therapeutic purposes,

such as: 1. Stone disease (Choledocholithiasis,

cholangitis, biliary pancreatitis, pancreatic duct

stones), 2. Ampullary/papillary abnormalities

(Sphincter of Oddi dysfunction, peri-ampullary cancer,

cholagiocarcinoma,etc.), 3. Ampullary/papillary

abnormalities (leaks, strictures, malignancies)2.

Choledocholithiasis is one of the most common reasons

behind undertaking ERCP3. Stones within the common

bile duct are sometimes asymptomatic and may be

found incidentally. However, more frequently they lead

to symptomatic presentation with: biliary colic,

ascending cholangitis, obstructive jaundice &/or acute

pancreatitis. Although ultrasound is usually the first

Bangladesh J Medicine 2019; 30 : 5-8
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investigation for biliary disease, it has average

sensitivity for the detection of biliary stones within the

bile duct, sensitivity has been variably reported

between 13-55%4. Such a broad range of sensitivity is

probably related to patient selection and number,

equipment used and experience of the operator.

Another important limiting factor is overlying bowel

gas which impair visualization of the lower part of the

common bile duct5. Magnetic resonance cholangio-

pancreatography (MRCP) and ERCP has largely

replaced ultrasound as the gold standard for diagnosis

of choledocholithiasis. Currently ERCP is becoming

more popular because of its therapeutic role. In highly

suspicious cases, ERCP can remove the stone as well

as detecting the disease, although the sensitivity and

specificity of ERCP for detecting common bile duct

stones are more than 95%, small stones may be

missed6. However, still physicians, especially in the

settings of low income countries, prefer ultrasound

because of availability and low cost.

This observational study has been designed to assess

our experience in the use of ultrasound for the

successful diagnosis of choledocholithiasis. Here the

ultrasound results of ERCP proven Choledocholithiasis

patients have been compared with the ERCP findings.

This work will help to establish the sensitivity of

ultrasound of hepato-biliary system in suspected

Choledocholithiasis cases.

Materials & Methods:

This cross-sectional observational study was performed

on 95 patients in the BIRDEM General Hospital from

June 2013 to January 2015.The patients presented

with the clinical presentation suggestive of pancreatico-

biliary disease were included in the study. They were

advised for complete blood count, random blood sugar,

liver function test, coagulation profile and Ultrasound

of Hepatobiliary system . Patients with high clinical

suspicion of pancreatico-biliary disease with suggestive

biochemical markers and evidence of imaging were

selected for ERCP. The inclusion criteria were: a. age

above 18 years, b. conscious and oriented, c. presented

with  abdominal pain, vomiting, itching, jaundice, fever,

anorexia and weight loss, d. high Alkaline phosphatase

(twice above the normal limit;>300 IU/L).The exclusion

criteria are: a.non cooperative patient, b. any severe

co morbidity, c. coagulopathy (Abnormal Platelet count,

prothombin time and APTT).

ERCP was performed by the Olympus 160 series  with

Allenger Fluroscope. The procedure was performed

under general anesthesia. The standard protocol was

followed for pre and post procedural measures. After

the procedure, all the results were input in SPSS 16

and were analyzed by the same software.

Those patients were confirmed to have

choledocholithiasis by ERCP, their ultrasound findings

were retrospectively reviewed and compared.

Results

Among 95 patients, 27.7% (n=26) patients had

Choledocholithiasis and the rest 72.3% (n=69) patients

had other diagnosis (Table 1). The other important

diagnosis were: Chronic Calcific Pancreatitis(13.8%),

Cholangiocarcinoma(11.7%), Cancer of Head of

Pancreas(12.7%) and Peri-ampullary Carcinoma

(11.7%).

Table-I

ERCP outcome with percentage performed in BIRDEM

Hospital

Diagnosis No of Patients Percentage

Choledocholithiasis 26 27.7

Benign Papillary Stenosis 9 9.6

Biliary Ascariasis  3 3.8

Chronic calcific Pancreatitis 13 13.8

Cholangiocarcinoma 11 11.7

Carcinoma of  Head of Pancreas 12 2.7

Periampullary carcinoma 11 10.0

Ca Gall bladder 5 5.4

Blocked Stent 2 2.12

Stricture CBD 2 2.12

Others 1 1.06

The mean age of the study population was 55 years.

Male and female ratio was equal. The clinical

presentation were mainly abdominal pain, jaundice,

vomiting, itching , anorexia, weight loss and fever

(figure 1).  Abdominal pain and jaundice were the

commonest presentation among both the groups

(Ultrasound proven and non-proven CBD stone

patients). Among the total study population, 58% of

Choledocholithiasis patients were diabetic and 37% of

the patients with other diagnosis were diabetic.
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Fig.-1: Clinical presentation of the study population
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Ultrasound could not detect common bile duct   stone

in 42% of choledocholithiasis patients (figure 2). But,

their clinical presentation was highly suggestive and

they had high Alkaline phosphatase (table 2). Common

bile duct was dilated in 30% choledocholithiasis

patients and Ultrasound was normal in 15% patients

while they were diagnosed to have duct stone later

with the means of ERCP.

Discussion:

In patients with suspected choledocholithiasis, ERCP

has been the gold standard for the diagnosis and

treatment in the past decades. The problem of ERCP

is that it is a potentially invasive procedure with several

complications such as; post-ERCP pancreatitis,

cholangitis, bleeding, and bowel perforation. Therefore,

confirming the presence of choledocholithiasis,

preferably with imaging (ultrasound or MRCP) before

performing ERCP is frequently desirable. The reason

this is important is that the risk-producing problems

related to an unnecessary diagnostic ERCP increase if

the patient does not have stones, while ERCP is

beneficial for patients with bile duct stones. However,

consensus about the optimal noninvasive diagnostic

method for patients with suspected choledocholithiasis

is lacking7.

Among the 95 patients underwent ERCP due to

suspicious pancreatico-biliary disease, there were

varieties of diagnosis. Table 1 shows the wide varieties

Fig-2: Presence of CBD Stone in ultrasound of the ERCP

proven choledocholithisis patients

Table-II

Investigation findings of the  Choledocholithiasis patients who does not  have CBD stone in ultrasound

Criteria Patient Patient Patient Patient Patient Patient Patient Patient Patient Patient Patient

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10 11

Bilirubin 13.6 1.8 2.6 7 3.4 1.4 2.4 3.6 5.7 7.5 3.7

ALP 347 543 391 445 552 593 375 328 870 308 297

USG CBD dailated YES YES NO NO NO YES YES YES YES YES NO

42%

58%

CBD stone

No CBD stone

of diagnosis found after ERCP. Here the maximum

27.7% of patients were diagnosed as choledo-

cholithiasis. The clinical data on ERCP outcome, in

the field of Bangladesh, is limited8. Thus, this work

will help the researchers to get an idea about the

common indications of ERCP in a tertiary care hospital.

Yousuf et al, in their article, described the broad

spectrum of clinical presentation of ERCP patients8.

Similar to our study, abdominal pain and jaundice

were the commonest presentation. The only difference

is that, we had significant number of population had

weight loss, which was might be due to underlying

malignancy or chronic pancreatitis.

During analysis of the background of these patients,

we found that, 58% of CBD stone patients were diabetic

and 37% of the patients with other diagnosis were

diabetic.  We understand that the study was performed

in BIRDEM Hospital which basically deals with diabetic

patent. But in that background,we expect to get a high

percentage of diabetic patients equally in both groups.

Interestingly, it was only high in patients with

Choledocholithiasis. Ikrad mentioned in his article

that, so far there is no established link between

diabetes mellitus and development of gall stone9.

However our recommendation will point toward more

study to find any correlation between choledocholithisis

(as well as gall stone) and Diabetes. Precisely it is an

issue of discussion whether the Diabetic population

are more prone to develop Choledocholithiasis or

Diabetes can occur as a complication of

Choledocholithiasis.

 The most important information came out during

analysis of the investigation results. Still in our country,

Ultrasound usually stands as the first line investigation

for suspected choledocholithiasis patients. However,

Chronan JJ et all described in his article, it has average

sensitivity for the detection of biliary stones within the

bile duct between 13-55%10. Among ERCP proven

Choledocholithiasis patients, only 58% patients had

USG reported stone in CBD. The rest 42% did not have

any CBD stone in the Common bile duct . Now,

analyzing the information of ultrasound negative group,

the next question was, what were the information,

BJM Vol. 30 No. 1 Endoscopic Retrograde Cholangiopancreatography Findings Differs From Ultrasound Results
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which led them to diagnostic ERCP? There are few

clinical and biochemical parameters of

choledochilithiasis which points towards its strong

suspicion. One study categorized the likelihood of

having ongoing choledocholithiasis as “moderate,”

“strong” or “very strong.” Those included in the “very

strong” category included visualized

choledocholithiasis on trans-abdominal ultrasound,

clinical cholangitis, and a total bilirubin >4 mg/dL.

“Strong” indicators included a dilated common bile

duct (CBD) > 6 mm and total bilirubin between 1.8-4

mg/dL. “Moderate” indicators included abnormal liver

tests, age>55, and clinical gallstone pancreatitis11. It

is clear from the table 2 that all these patients had

high bilirubin with clinical features of biliary disease.

But ultrasound detected dilated bile duct in 7 of them.

And the rest had normal Ultrasonogram. This

population consists of 15% of CBD stone. So, our study

reveals that around 15% patients with

choledocholithiasis did not show any significant

findings in the Ultrasonogram. But on the ground of

clinical and biochemical suspicion, the diagnostic

ERCP was performed and found to have stone in CBD.

The criticism to our study that the population was

relatively small and MRCP facilities were not available.

Despite the apparent insensitivity of ultrasound to

detect common duct stones, the modality is still a

valuable non-invasive screening diagnostic tool,

because in positive cases, patients may be spared from

invasive cholangiographic procedures. However, this

study will encourage the physicians to perform a larger

study to evaluate the sensitivity of Ultrasound as a

screening tool for Choledocholithiasis and compare it

with ERCP outcome.
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ROLE OF ASCITIC FLUID STUDY IN EARLY

DETECTION OF SPONTANEOUS BACTERIAL

PERITONITIS IN ASYMPTOMATIC PATIENTS OF

CIRRHOSIS OF LIVER

MD. ASADUL KABIR1, MD. MANIRUZZAMAN SARKAR2, KAZI BODRUDDOZA3, ANWARUL BARI4, JEWEL

CHOWDHURY5

Abstract

Spontaneous bacterial peritonitis (SBP)is an acute bacterial infection of ascitic fluid and one of the

commonest complication of patients with cirrhosis presented with ascitis. Routine analysis of ascetic

fluid particularly for polymorphonuclear leukocyte is an important tool for detecting spontaneous

bacterial peritonitis including clinically unsuspected and asymptomatic patients also. Thus it helps in

reducing mortality and morbidity by early and effective detection of spontaneous bacterial peritonitis.

Objective: This study was carried out to evaluate the role of ascitic fluid analysis in early detection of

spontaneous bacterial peritonitis and to document the proportion of spontaneous bacterial peritonitis

present asymptomatically.

Study design: This was a cross sectional observational study prospective in nature on 50 cases of

diagnosed chronic liver disease patients in indoor of department of medicine of Sir Salimullah medical

college Hospital, Dhaka from 02/01/13 to 01/07/13, for a period of 6 months.

Result: The study showed that age frequency 5(10%) were from 21-30 years, 15(30%) were from 31-

40 years, 15(30%) were from 40 -50years and 15(30%) were from >50 years of age. Out of 50

patients, 38(76%) were male and 12(24%) were female patients. The etiology of liver cirrhosis was

hepatitis B virus in 22(44%), hepatitis C virus in 4(8%), alcohol in 1 (2%) and others in 23(46%)

patients. Among 50 patients, 16(32%) were spontaneous bacterial peritonitis and 34(68%) were non

spontaneous bacterial peritonitis. The symptoms of spontaneous bacterial peritonitis were upper GI

bleeding in 8 patients (50%), fever in 12 patients (75%), abdominal pain in 10 patients (62.5%),

abdominal tenderness in 7 patients (43.75%), hepatic encephalopathy in 9 patients (56.25%), jaundice

in 10 patients (62.50%), splenomegaly in 16 patients (100%), ascites in 16 patients (100%) and 5

(10%) patients were asymptomatic spontaneous bacterial peritonitis. According to Child Pugh’s, 2(12.5%)

patients were at stage-A, 5 (31.25%) patients were at stage-B and 9 (56.25%) patients were at stage-

C. Ascitic fluid characteristics (mean +SD) of all patients were, Total cell counts/mm3 (571+499.9),

Neutrophil counts/mm3 (144.8+445.1), Sugar (112+38.19) mg/dl, Protein  (1.85+1.09). Among SBP

patients, 7 (43.75%) have PMN cell counts 250-750/mm3, 6 (37.50%) have 750-1750/mm3 and 3

(18.75%) have >1750/mm3.

Conclusion: Spontaneous bacterial peritonitis is a common complication of decompensated cirrhotic

patients. The classical signs of SBP (e.g. abdominal tenderness or fever) may not be present. We

observed the trend towards more frequent occurrence of the infection in patients suffered from

severe liver disease (e.g. Child Pugh’s –C) and the role of ascitic fluid analysis is statically

significant.
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Background

Chronic hepatitis represents a series of liver disorders

of varying causes and severity in which hepatic

inflammation and necrosis continue for at least six

months. Milder form are non-progressive or only slowly

progressive, while more severe forms may be associated

with scarring and architectural reorganization, which,

when advanced, lead ultimately to cirrhosis.1

Cirrhosis is a consequence of chronic liver disease

characterized by replacement of liver tissue by fibrosis,

scar tissue and regenerative nodules. Fibrosis is a part

of the innate wound healing response that occurs in

injured tissue. Within the liver, fibrosis is characterized

by the deposition of extracellular matrix. The

progression of fibrosis to cirrhosis has a number of

sequelae. First, it will distort hepatic architecture and

vasculature; second, it will have a deleterious effect

on hepatic function; and third, it will increase the

propensity of hepatic neoplastic transformation.

Therefore the evolution of fibrosis to cirrhosis

represents a change in the morphology, hemodynamic

and functions of the liver. The definition of cirrhosis

remains morphological, described by working party for

the World Health Organization in 1978 as: ‘ a diffuse

process characterized by fibrosis and the conversion

of normal liver architecture into structurally abnormal

nodules’.2

Anatomical (morphological) diagnosis of cirrhosis

depends on demonstrating wide spread nodules in the

liver combined with fibrosis. Cirrhosis may be micro

nodular, macro nodular or mixed.

In clinical terms, cirrhosis is described as either

“compensated” or “decompensated”. Decompensation

means cirrhosis complicated by one or more of the

following features: Jaundice, ascites, hepatic

encephalopathy, bleeding varices. Ascites is the usual

first sign. Hepatorenal syndrome, hyponatremia,

spontaneous bacterial peritonitis is also features of

decompensation but in these patients ascites invariably

occurs first. Compensated cirrhotic patients have none

of these features.

This is very important clinical distinction and has major

implication for prognosis and treatment. Compensated

cirrhotic patients have a 50% 10-years survival as

compared to 50% survival at 18 months for

decompensated patients. Cirrhotic patients become

decompensated at the rate of approximately 10% per

year.3

Ascites is a major complication of cirrhosis4, occurring

in 50% of patients over ten years of follow-up5. The

development of ascites is an important landmark in

the natural history of cirrhosis5,6. In most study,

ascites was the first complication to occur and to mark

decompensation of liver disease6,7.  Bacterial infections

are a common and recurrent complication of cirrhosis

associate with poor outcome8. The most common

infections in cirrhotic patients are spontaneous

bacterial peritonitis (SBP) (25%), followed by urinary

tract infection (20%), Pneumonia(15%), bacteraemia

following a therapeutic procedure, cellulites8.

SBP is a frequent and severe complication of

decompansated cirrhosis. Approximately half the

episodes of SBP are present at the time of hospital

admission and the remainder is acquired during

hospitalization9.  The percentage of SBP in hospitalized

cirrhotic patient with ascites ranges between 10%-

30%.10-13 In most recent prospective study, the

mortality rate was reported to be around 20%9,14.

Conn first introduce the term SBP, publishing his

clinical findings just one year after Kerr et al., describe

(in 1963) 11 cases of  seemingly  unexplained infection

of the ascetic fluid.15

SBP defined as the infection of ascitic fluid without a

contagious source of intra-abdominal infection (e.g.

intra-abdominal abscess, intestinal perforation) and

in the absence of intra-abdominal focus of

inflammation, cholecystitis or acute pancreatitis.16

The presentation of SBP recently observed in a

consecutive series of hospitalize patient17 are fever,

abdominal pain, hepatic encephalopathy, renal failure,

blood leucocytosis. Patient with SBP are frequently

asymptomatic18 or minor symptoms only, this is

particularly so when the diagnosis of infection is made

at hospital admission.19

So diagnosis of SBP established on the basis of

symptoms and signs is not acceptable.19

A diagnostic paracentesis should be performed on all

hospitalized cirrhotic patient with ascites (whether

Symptoms or signs of SBP are present or not) to

investigate the presence of SBP.19 As SBP is a serious

complication of cirrhosis, treatment cannot be delayed

until microbiological results are available. Therefore,

empirical antibiotic treatment for SBP is started when

objective evidence of a local inflammatory reaction is

present, i.e. an elevated ascitic fluid poly morphoneuclear

neutrophil (PMN) cell count.19

On the basis of currently available data, the greatest

sensitivity for the diagnosis of SBP is reached with a

cut off PMN cell count of 250/mm3, although the

greatest specificity is reached with a cut off at 500

PMN/mm3.20, 21,22 However, since it is important not

to miss a case of SBP, the most sensitive cut-off value

(PMN >250/mm3) is used.

Role of ascitic fluid study in early detection of spontaneous bacterial peritonitis BJM Vol. 30 No. 1
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In patients with bloody ascitic fluid (i.e. ascitic fluid

red blood cell count >10,000/mm3, as the result of

traumatic tap or conditions causing hemorrhagic

ascites (e.g. Neoplasm)23, a correction factor of one

PMN cell per 250 RBC (red blood cell) has been

proposed, since this is the maximum expected ratio of

PMN to RBCs normally present in peripheral blood.23

Although some physician still established the diagnosis

of spontaneous bacterial peritonitis( SBP) on the basis

of both the ascetic fluid total leucocytes count (TLC)

and the percentage of PMNs, there is no rationale for

the use of this criterion in the diagnosis of SBP.20,24

Literature Review

Cirrhosis is the end stage of every chronic liver disease,

resulting in formation of fibrous tissue, disorganization

of liver architecture and nodule formation, which

interferes with liver function and results in portal

hypertension. Portal hypertension is associated with

development of a hyper dynamic circulation and

complications such as ascites, hepatic encephalopathy

and oesophago-gastric varices.32

In most study, ascites was the first complication to

occur and to mark decompensation of liver disease.6,7

Cirrhotic patients with ascites are particularly

susceptible to SBP due to altered gut permeability,

suppression of reticuloendothelial system and bacterial

over growth.33,34

Bacterial infections are a common and recurrent

complication of cirrhosis associate with poor

outcome.8The most common  infections in cirrhotic

patients are SBP (25%), followed by urinary tract

infection (20%), Pneumonia(15%), bacteremia following

a therapeutic procedure, cellulites.8.

SBP is a frequent and severe complication of

decompensated cirrhosis. Approximately half the

episodes of SBP are present at the time of hospital

admission and the remainder is acquired during

hospitalization.9 It is pointed out in the literature that

the percentage of SBP in hospitalized cirrhotic patient

with ascites ranges between 10%-30%.10-13

 A descriptive, cross sectional study was conducted

by Zahidullah Khan et al.35 in medical units of Khyber

Teaching Hospital, Peshawar from July, 2008 to Jan,

2009, have shown that the overall frequency of SBP in

cirrhotic patients with ascites was 38%.

MP Agarwal et al.36 conducted a study that shown the

prevalence of SBP 34.14%. The reason for a higher

prevalence in that study mentioned that there were

comparatively more patients in Child Pugh class C,

those are more prone to develop ascitic fluid infection.

Ali Sakib et al.37 showed frequency of SBP was 31%

that correlates with further Pakistani study by Imran

et al. (38) (Showed 31.58%). Ali Sakib et al.37 explained

the higher prevalence by the late presentation of the

patients to the tertiary care hospital in their indigenous

set up, advanced stage of disease at presentation, poor

socioeconomic condition, under nutrition with weak

immune system and noncompliance to the therapy.

Furthermore, from India in 1999 Jain A P et al.39

showed prevalence of 34.92 %. Syed VA et al.40 had

prospectively evaluated 81 cirrhotic patients with

ascites during one year period and showed prevalence

of SBP 24.67%.

SBP clinically presents both symptomatically and

asymptomatically. Criteria for defining SBP are41,42:

1. Temperature >38  or <36.5, 2.Chills, 3.Abdominal

pain or tenderness suggestive of peritonitis, 4.

Developing de novo or worsening hepatic

encephalopathy, 5.Gastrointestinal bleeding within last

15 days, 6. Worsening renal function within last 30

days or Acute renal failure (defined by an increase in

the serum creatinine level above 133 micro mol/L) and

7.Arterial hypotension (Systolic BP <88 mm of Hg).

The clinical presentation of SBP depends on stage at

which the infection is diagnosed33. In the early stage,

most patient are asymptomatic.  Patients with SBP

are frequently asymptomatic18 or have minor

symptoms only; this is particularly so when the

diagnosis of infection is made at hospital admission.19

A clinical diagnosis of infectedascitic fluid without

paracentesis is not adequate; the clinician’s clinical

impression that infection is unlikely does not rule out

infection.43

 So diagnosis of SBP established on the basis of

symptoms and signs are not acceptable.19 A diagnostic

paracentesis should be performed on all hospitalized

cirrhotic patient with ascites (whether Symptoms or

signs of SBP are present or not) to investigate the

presence of SBP.19

 Because the presentation depends on the stage of the

disease and the symptoms and signs are nonspecific,

the diagnosis relies on laboratory test.

Currently, paracentesis with laboratory testing of the

ascetic fluid is the only way to confirm or rule out SBP

in patients with cirrhosis.33

The infection of ascetic fluid leads to an elevation of

polymorphoneuclear neutrophil (PMN) count in ascetic

fluid, which represents evidence of failure of the first

line defense, i.e., the peritoneal macrophage, to killing

invading organism. Thus elevation of PMN cell count

above a certain level in ascetic fluid has been adopted

BJM Vol. 30 No. 1 Role of ascitic fluid study in early detection of spontaneous bacterial peritonitis
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as a diagnostic criterion of SBP, without consideration

of the detection of bacteria in ascetic fluid cultures

(40). In all the available guidelines, diagnosis is based

on a fixed defined cut-off PMN cell count in ascitic

fluid.44-47

On the basis of currently available data, the greatest

sensitivity for the diagnosis of SBP is reached with a

cut off PMN cell count of 250/mm3, although the

greatest specificity is reached with a cut off at 500

PMN/mm3 (20, 21, 22). However, since it is important

not to miss a case of SBP, the most sensitive cut-off

value (PMN >250/mm3) is used.

In patients with bloody ascitic fluid (i.e. ascitic fluid

red blood cell count >10,000/mm3, as the result of

traumatic tap or conditions causing hemorrhagic

ascites (e.g. Neoplasm)23, a correction factor of one

PMN cell per 250 RBC (red blood cell) has been

proposed, since this is the maximum expected ratio of

PMN to RBCs normally present in peripheral blood.23

The diagnosis of SBP was based upon criteria

recommended by the International Ascites Club and

published in 2000.10 Variants of SBP are: 1.Classical

SBP- ascetic fluid PMN cell counts >250/mm3 and

positive culture. 2. Culture negative neutricitic ascites

- ascitic fluid PMN cell counts >250/mm3 and negative

culture. 3. Bacterascites- a culture positive ascetic fluid

in the presence of PMN cell counts <250/mm3.42

Even after pan culturing is properly completed, some

series show that 30% to 40% of all patients with SBP

have negative culture of both blood and ascetic fluid.48

Furthermore, these culture methods take at least two

to seven days.37,48 to produce the desired result.

Because of these, when paracentesis is used to obtain

an ascitic fluid cytological analysis, remains the single

most important test for identifying and assessing a

course of SBP.48 Unlike the microbiological cultures

already mentioned, the paracentesis fluid analysis can

be safely performed and can produce valuable results

in just one  to four hours.43,48

Patient with culture negative neutrocytic ascites (CNNA)

have similar signs symptoms, and mortality as patients

with classical SBP (PMN cell counts >250/mm3 and

culture positive), and warrant empiric antibiotic

treatment.43 Delaying treatment until the ascitic fluid

culture grows bacteria may result in the death of the

patients from overwhelming infection. On the other

hand, most patients of bacterascites- 62% in one study-

resolved the colonization without antibiotics and

without a neutrophil response.43

However, the importance of ascitic fluid culture can’t

be undermined because apart from giving a definite

diagnosis, it also facilitate about the nature of organism

and drug most suitable for the treatment.

Materials & Method

This study was a cross sectional observational study

carried out at the Medicine Wards of Sir Salimullah

Medical College and Mitford Hospital, Dhaka over a

period of six months from 02/01/2013 to 01/07/2013.

Samples were taken by purposive way. A total of 50

cases were enrolled in the study. All adult patients

irrespective of sex and ethnic origin with symptoms of

decompensated liver cirrhosis, ascites and no sign

indicating SBP were included in the study. Patient

already on treatment or on prophylaxis for SBP,

patients with concomitant intraabdominal infection or

other condition which makes the diagnosis of SBP

difficult or confusing or patients with ascites not due

to chronic liver disease were excluded from the study.A

structured questionnaire (research instrument) was

developed containing all the variables of interest. Fifty

patients with liver cirrhosis and ascites admitted to

different medicine wards of Mitford Hospital over six

months period were selected by inclusion and exclusion

criteria. The diagnosis of liver cirrhosis was done by

clinical, laboratory, ultrasonography and /or

histopathologic parameters. The severity of the liver

disease was classified in each patient according to the

Child Pugh Score. Diagnostic paracentesis was done

by standard procedure to those patients who have no

clinical features of SBP. Data were collected by

interview of the patients / attendants; clinical

examination and laboratory investigation and their

variables are noted below. AASLD recommended

standards were followed for diagnostic paracentesis.

Paracentesis was performed using blind technique

without trans-abdominal ultrasound guidance. In every

case paracentesis was performed using the standard

sterile technique to avoid infection. The abdominal wall

in left lower quadrant, 3cm cephalad and 3cm medial

to anterior superior iliac spine, has been shown to be

thinner and was chosen for needle aspiration. The area

of inferior epigastric artery and any visible collateral

was avoided. CBC, Liver function test (S.bilirubin,

SGPT, SGOT, ALP, Prothrombin time, S. Albumin, S.

Globulin, A/G Ratio), USG of whole abdomen, Viral

Markers (HBs Ag, Anti HCV, Anti HBcIg), Ascitic Fluid

Tap, S.Electrolytes, Endoscopy Upper GIT, Routine

urinary examination, S.creatinine, RBS were done in

most patients.Informed written consent was taken from

the study participants or eligible attendants.

Confidentiality of all given information about the

patient was ensured.The study did not cause any harm

or involve any additional burden to the respondents

except their time.Data were processed and analyzed

using SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Science)

15.0. Results are presented by choosing of variables

in the form of tables, graph, percentage, chart etc. The

Role of ascitic fluid study in early detection of spontaneous bacterial peritonitis BJM Vol. 30 No. 1
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frequency rate of various information were described

& compared using statistical methods. The test

statistics were measured by Chi-square (x2) test. The

level of significance was set at 0.05 or below.

Observation and Results

Their age frequency 5(10%) were from 21-30 years,

15(30%) were from 31-40 years, 15(30%) were from

40 -50years and 15(30%) were from >50 years of age

(Table 1).

Table I

Frequency of age of participants:

Age (years) Frequency Percentage

≤20 0 0

21-30 5 10

31-40 15 30

41-50 15 30

≥50 15 30

Total 50 100

Among 50 cases, 38(76%) were male and 12(24%) were

female (Table II).

Table-II

Frequency of sex of participants:

Sex Frequency Percentage

Male 38 76

Female 12 24

Total 50 100

The etiology of chronic   liver   disease was hepatitis B

virus in 22(44%), hepatitis C virus in 4(8%), alcohol in

1 (2%) and others in 23(46%) patients (Table-III).

Table-III

Etiology of CLD

Etiology Frequency Percentage

HBV 22 44

HCV 4 8

Alcohol 1 2

Unknown 23 46

Total 50 100

Table-IV

Age range of subjects in SBP and non-SBP groups

Age Total SBP Percentage Non- Percentage

Patients patients  of SBP SBP  of non-

 patients patients SBP

patients

21-30 5 1 2 4 8

31-40 15 3 6 12 24

41-50 15 5 10 10 20

>50 15 7 14 8 16

Table-V

Child-Pugh classification of cirrhosis

Factor 1 2 3

Encephalopathy None Stage Stage 3

1 & 2  & 4

Ascitis None Mild Marked

Bilirubin (mg/dL) <2 2-3 >3

Albumin >3.5 3-3.5 <3

PT prolongation <4 4-6 >6

Add the individual score: <7= Child’s A, 7-9=Child’s

B,>9=Child’s C.

Table-VI

Grading of patients according to Child Pugh’s

classification of cirrhosis:

Number of patients Percentage (%)

Grade B 18 36%

Grade C 32 64%

Figure 1: SBP versus Non-SBP patients:

32%

68%

Percentage

SBP patients (16)

Non-SBP patients (34)
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Table-VII

Clinical features in two study groups

Clinical features SBP group (n=16) Non SBP group (34) P-Value

No. of  Patients Percentage No. of patients Percentage

Upper GIT bleeding 08 50% 15 44.11% 0.10

Hepatic encephalopathy 09 56.25% 13 38.23% 0.30

Jaundice 10 62.50% 11 32.35% 0.66

Splenomegaly 16 100% 18 52.94% 0.22

Ascites 16 100% 34 100% 1.0

Asymptomatic 05 10% 00 00 0.02

Table-VIII

Number & Percentage of SBP and non SBP patients at

Child-Pugh stage:

Stage A B C

SBP frequency 2 5 9

SBP percentage 12.5 31.25 45.25

Non-SBP frequency 14 11 9

Non-SBP percentage 41.17 32.35 26.47

P - values 0.14 0.10 0.02

Table-IX

Number & Percentage of SBP patients according to

PMN cell counts

Cell No. of SBP Percentage of

counts/mm3 patients SBP patients

250-1000 7 43.75%

1000-1750 6 37.50%

>1750 3 18.75%

Table-X

Ascitic Fluid Analysis Mean Values Among Two

Groups

Serial Contents SBP Non P-

 no. SBP values

1. Albumin 1.08 gm% 1.87 gm% 0.70

2. TLC* 2913/mm3 204/mm3 0.003

3. PMN Count 2178/mm3 43/mm3 0.001

*Total Leukocyte Count.

Discussion

The development of ascites is an important landmark

in the natural history of cirrhosis.5,6 In most study,

ascites was the first complication to occur and to mark

decompensation of liver disease,6,7  Bacterial infections

are a common and recurrent complication of cirrhosis

associate with poor outcome.8 The most common

infections in cirrhotic patients are SBP (25%), followed

by urinary tract infection (20%), Pneumonia (15%),

bacteraemia following a therapeutic procedure,

cellulites.8

 SBP is a frequent and severe complication of

decompansated cirrhosis. Approximately half the

episodes of SBP are present at the time of hospital

admission and the remainder is acquired during

hospitalization.9  The percentage of SBP in hospitalized

cirrhotic patient with ascites ranges between 10%-

30%.10-13

 In most recent prospective study, the mortality rate

was reported to be around 20%.9,14 Patients with SBP

are frequently asymptomatic18 or have minor

symptoms only. A clinical diagnosis of infectedascitic

fluid without paracentesis is not adequate; the

clinician’s clinical impression that infection is unlikely

does not rule out infection.43  So diagnosis of SBP

established on the basis of symptoms and signs are

not acceptable.19

 A diagnostic paracentesis should be performed on all

hospitalized cirrhotic patient with ascites (whether

Symptoms or signs of SBP are present or not) to

investigate the presence of SBP.19

This study was carried on 50 patients. Among these,

38(76%) were male and 12(24%) were female patients

(Table II). Their age frequency 5(10%) were from 21-30

years, 15(30%) were from 31-40 years, 15(30%) were

from 40-50 years, and 15(30%) were from >50 years

of age.1

Role of ascitic fluid study in early detection of spontaneous bacterial peritonitis BJM Vol. 30 No. 1
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Zahidullah Khan et al.35 studied among 100 study

subjects, 52(52%) were male and 48(48%) were female.

Sayed VA et al.40 among 81 eligible patients 48(59.25%)

were males and 33(40.74%) were females with  mean

age of 51.1+11.7 years as 51.34+13.01 and 49.3+14.06

amongst males and females respectively. The age of

the study population ranged between 23 years to 79

years.

Agarwal et al.36 studied on 41 patients, 31 were males

and 10 were females and age range was 25 to 70 years.

In this study revealed the etiology of liver cirrhosis was

hepatitis B virus in 22(44%), hepatitis C virus in 4(8%),

alcohol in 1 (2%) and others in 23(46%) patients (Table

III).

Nashaat EH et al.50 studied that   the etiology of liver

cirrhosis was hepatitis C virus in 35 patients (70%),

hepatitis B in 10 patients (20%) and combined hepatitis

C and B in 5 patients (10%).  El-Sharqawy EH et al.51

studied that   the causes of liver cirrhosis were:

hepatitis C virus in 33 (73.33%) and hepatitis B virus

in 6 (13.33%) cases. The etiology could not be

determined in the remaining 6 patients (13.33%).These

indicate HBV cases are more in our study.

In our study overall frequency of SBP was 32%, this

result is slightly higher than some international

study10-13 that may be due to most patients (56.25%)

of our study at late stage (Child Pugh’s C) during

presentation who are more prone to develop infection.

However this results correlates with some Asian study.

A descriptive, cross sectional study was conducted by

Zahidullah Khan et al.35 in medical units of Khyber

Teaching Hospital, Peshawar from July, 2008 to Jan,

2009, have shown that the overall frequency of SBP in

cirrhotic patients with ascites was 38%.

MP Agarwal et al.36 was conducted a study that shown

the prevalence of SBP 34.14%. In this study 46.56%

patients were at Child Pugh’s stage C.

Ali Sakib et al.37 showed frequency of SBP was 31%

that correlates with further Pakistani study by Imran

et al.37 (Showed 31.58%). Ali Sakib et al.37 explained

the higher prevalence by the late presentation of the

patients to the tertiary care hospital in their indigenous

set up, advanced stage of disease at presentation, poor

socioeconomic condition, under nutrition with weak

immune system and noncompliance to the therapy.

Furthermore from India in 1999 Jain A P et al.39

showed prevalence of SBP was 34.92 %. Syed VA et

al.40 had prospectively evaluated 81 cirrhotic patients

with ascites during one year period and showed

prevalence of SBP 24.67%.

2% of our SBP patients at age group 21-30 years,6%

at age group 31-40 years, 10% at age group 41-50

years, and 14% at age group >50 years.

In our study, 50% of SBP patient’s presents with upper

UGI bleeding, 56.25% with hepatic encephalopathy,

62.50% jaundice, 100% with splenomegaly and ascites

(Table VII).

Symptoms of our SBP patients also correlate with the

study results of Ali Sakib et al.37 UGI bleeding (51.61%),

jaundice (64.51%), splenomegaly (83.87%), ascites

(100%), hepatic encephalopathy (61.29%), and P-value

was <0.01, that is same as our study.

But our study result differs with Syed VA et al.40 in

which most common presenting symptoms were

jaundice (95%), UGI bleeding (75%),

Our study showed 10% of SBP patients were totally

asymptomatic, that correlate with Ali Sakib et al.37

(10%), Runyon B A53 (10%)  and  Z. Khan et al.53 (10%)

and our frequency of asymptomatic SBP slightly lower

than frequency of Tarsila C R Ribero et al.(54) (13%)

and furthermore our frequency is grossly lower than

Syed V A et al.(40) (30%) and Puri A S et al.55 (14%-

100%).

  So there is great variation in presenting symptoms

and signs of SBP have been reported in different study.

In Chinnok B et al.18 study, clinical suspicion based

on presence of symptoms of SBP in an emergency room

setting had a sensitivity of only 76% and specificity of

34% for the detection of SBP. This suggested that

clinical assessment by itself is an inaccurate for the

diagnosis and exclusion of SBP, and led the authors

to recommended routine fluid analysis in all patients.

At present study, at the time of presentation 12.5% of

SBP patients at Child Pugh’s-A, 31.25% patients at

stage –B, 56.25% patients at stage-C (table 8). In SBP

and non SBP groups P-value of stage-A presentation

is 0.14, stage-B presentation is 0.217, stage-C

presentation is 0.02 .Only stage –C presentation is

significant. In KasztelanSzczerbinska B et al.42 35.1%

patients at stage-B (P=0.217) and 64.9% at stage-C

(P=0.037).

As we have not performed  ascitic fluid culture and

taken PMN cell count >250/mm3 as a diagnostic cut

off, all of our SBP patients (100%) have PMN cell count

>250/mm3.The ascitic fluids mean TLC counts in

patients with non SBP patients quite low as compared

to the patients with SBP. Similarly the mean value of

ascitic fluid PMN cell count in SBP patients was very

high than non SBP patients.

The P-value of PMN cell count and total leukocyte count

in two groups is 0.003 and 0.001 respectively that is

significant (Table-X).
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This results correlates with the results of Syed V A et

al.40 (P-value for TLC&PMN cell was 0.0&0.01

respectably) and Z khan et al.35 (in this study p-value

was not shown). In Kasztelan-Szczerbinska B et al,42

there was statistically significant difference in the white

cell count in two group (P=0.03).

Limitations

Ascitic fluid culture was not done in our patients. This

study is small size cross sectional observational, so it

cannot show the prevalence of asymptomatic SBP. No

follow-up investigation could be carried out.

Conclusion

Ten percent of our study patients were shown high

PMN cell counts (>250/mm3) and were asymptomatic.

This proportion of asymptomatic SBP is statistically

significant. Diagnosis of asymptomatic SBP is possible

by analysis of ascitic fluid PMN cell counts and early

diagnosis will give the benefit of immediate treatment

to improve prognosis.

Recommendations

Routine ascitic fluid analysis in all patients of

decompensated cirrhosis irrespective of their

symptoms of SBP is recommended. To remark on the

overall prevalence of asymptomatic SBP in cirrhosis

with ascites, multicentered large scale study needs to

be conducted.
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PERCEPTIONS OF PHYSICIANS AND ALLIED HEALTH

CARE WORKERS OF PHARMACISTS’ ROLE IN CARE

OPTIMIZATION FOR SCHIZOPHRENIC PATIENTS AT

FEDERAL NEURO-PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL

MAIDUGURI, NORTH-EASTERN NIGERIA

H YUSUF1, A GIWA2, S MOHAMMED2, SN AGUYE ABDU2, FM DUNGUS1, A SANI3, F ASHEMI4

Abstract

Introduction: In clinical practice, it is required that a profession not only clearly describe their own

roles and responsibilities to other professionals but should also be aware of other professions’ roles

in relation to their own. The objective of this study was to assess the perceptions of physicians and

allied health care workers (Other health care professionals) of the roles of pharmacists in optimizing

care for schizophrenic patients.

Methods: A self-administered 17-item validated questionnaire was distributed to 120 health care

professionals working at Federal Neuro-Psychiatric Hospital Maiduguri from September to October

2016. Results obtained were analysed using Chi-square test.

Results: Health care professionals mostly had positive perceptions with a statistically significant

difference (P< 0.05) across all assessed items. However, competent and knowledge of the pharmacists

accounting for 93 (83.8%), involvement of the pharmacist in patient care accounting for 91(82%) and

reassuring patients to improve quality of life accounting for 98(88.3%) had the highest number of

health care professionals with positive perceptions while documenting patient care, monitoring and

reemphasizing physicians instructions had the lowest accounting for 69 (62.2%), 74(66.7%) and 74

(66.7%) respectively in the different sections.

Conclusions: The health care professionals surveyed mostly had positive perceptions. Thus,

pharmacists can leverage on this to meet their roles in optimizing care for schizophrenic patients.
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Introduction

In recent times, Patients have complex health needs

that require a multidisciplinary team to address issues

regarding their general health.1 Collaborative

interactions involve a blending of professional culture

and this is achieved by sharing skills and knowledge

to improve the quality of patient care.2

Inter-professional collaboration can be challenging and

barriers such as role identification and classification

of expectations continue to be a problem in the delivery

of health care.3 Good team work relies on a joint

understanding of one’s own as well as other team

members’ competence or knowledge and skills4. In

clinical practice, this requires that a profession not

only clearly describe their own roles and responsibilities

to other professionals but should also be aware of other

professions’ roles in relation to their own.4

Pharmaceutical care (PC) is defined as the responsible

provision of drug therapy for the purpose of achieving

definite outcomes that improve patient’s quality of life.

Bangladesh J Medicine 2019; 30 : 19-23
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These outcomes can include: cure of a disease,

elimination or reduction of patients’ symptoms and

arresting or slowing of the disease process or

symptoms.5 It often involves a process through which

the pharmacist works with both patient(s) and other

health care professionals (HCP’s) in designing,

implementing, and monitoring therapeutic procedures

that should produce specific positive outcomes for the

patient.5

Issues like the availability of a wide variety of drug

treatment options, frequent occurrence of side effects

and low antipsychotic medication compliance, give

pharmacists important roles to play in the overall

successful treatment of patients with schizophrenia6.

Effective inter-professional cooperation between HCP’s

and a positive perception of roles is necessary to

achieve this. Therefore this study aimed at evaluating

the perceptions of physicians and allied health care

workers (other health care professionals) of

pharmacists’ roles in optimizing care for schizophrenic

patients.

Materials and Methods

Study design and setting

A descriptive cross sectional study was carried out

between September and November 2016 at the Federal

Neuro- Psychiatric Hospital (FNPH) Maiduguri, located

in the North- Eastern part of Nigeria. Informed consent

was obtained from individual participants and overall

ethical approval from the hospitals’ ethics committee

was also obtained on 4th August 2016.

Sample size estimation and sampling procedure

The total population of HCP’s during the period of this

study was estimated to be 140 (physicians-n=25,

Nurses-n=85, medical lab scientists-n=14 radiologists-

n=2, radiographers-n=10 and psychologists- n=4).

Based on this, the study sample size of 120 was

obtained using the formula reported by Kenneth et.al.7

n = N/1+N (e) 2

n = 140/1+ 140 (0.05)2

n =140/1.35

n = 103.7

n= 104

n= desired sample size

N= estimated size of the study population

e= margin of error (0.05)

Adding 15% of this to take care of attrition;

15/100) x 104

0.15x104 = 15.6

15.6+104 = 119.6

Therefore the number of other health care professionals

to be recruited was estimated to be 120.

Proportionate quota sampling of this population was

then employed and a total of 22 physicians, 70 nurses,

12 medical lab scientists, 2 radiologists, 10

radiographers and 4 psychologists were included in

this research. The purpose of the research and

confidentiality of information to be provided was

explained to each health care professional that was

approached to participate. HCP’s who consented to

participate were then given a period of seven days to

complete the pretested, self-administered structured

questionnaire.

Survey instrument

A 17-item, self-administered questionnaire utilizing a

five point likert scale (strongly disagree, disagree,

undecided, agree and strongly agree) was used for the

survey. The questionnaire items were adapted from a

previous study8, and then modified. The instrument

was then reviewed by a clinical pharmacist for face

validity and consequently pretested on 12 health care

professionals. Appropriate adjustments were then

made as necessary. The instrument contained 4

sections. Section one contained questions that

assessed socio-demographic characteristics of the

respondents including gender, age etc. While the other

sections included questions assessing perceptions of

the healthcare professionals of Pharmacists’ roles in

specific areas/domains.

Data analysis

Respondents that agreed or strongly agreed on each

of the items were considered to have positive

perceptions while those that disagreed or strongly

disagreed were considered to have

negative perceptions. The Chi - square test was used

to find significant differences between these groups. P

values d” 0.05 were considered significant. Statistical

package for social science (SPSS) version 20 (SPSS

Inc, Chicago, Illinois, USA) was used for statistical

analysis. Data is presented in frequency distribution

tables.

Results

Out of the 120 questionnaires administered to the

HCP’s, 111 were retrieved giving a 92.5 % response

rate. Out of the 111 HCP’s, 72 (64.90%) were males

while 39 (35.10%) were females. Fifty four (48.65%),

out of the 111 HCP’s fell within the age range of 30-

39. Forty nine (44.14%) had experience of <=5 years

(Table I).

Perceptions of Physicians and Allied Health Care Workers of Pharmacists’ Role In Care Optimization BJM Vol. 30 No. 1
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Table-I

Distribution of health care professionals according to

their socio demographic characteristics

Variables Distribution Percentage

(n=111) distribution (%)

Sex

Male 72 64.90

Female 39 35.10

Age

< 30 34 30.63

30-39 54 48.65

>=40 23 20.72

Profession

Physician 21 18.90

Nurse 66 59.50

Medical lab. Scientist 11 9.90

Radiologists 1 0.90

Radiographers 9 8.10

Psychologists 3 2.70

Years of experience

<=5 49 44.14

6-10 36 32.43

>10 26 23.43

In the areas of patient counselling, source of drug

literature, patient supplies, Pharmacists’ competence

and documentation of care, health care professionals

mostly had positive perceptions with a statistically

significant difference (P< 0.05) across all assessed

items. However, competence and knowledge of the

pharmacists had the highest number of respondents

with positive perceptions accounting for 93(88.8%),

while documenting patient care and evaluating

outcomes had the lowest number of respondents with

positive perceptions accounting for 69 (62.2%) out of

111 respondents  (Table II).

In the area of therapeutic plan development,

implementation and monitoring, HCP’s mostly had

positive perceptions with a statistically significant

difference (P< 0.05) across all assessed items.

Involvement of the pharmacists in patient care had

the highest number of respondents with positive

perceptions accounting for 91 (82%) out of 111, while

monitoring adherence, efficacy and adverse drug

reactions had the lowest number of respondents with

positive perceptions accounting for 74 (66.7%) out of

111 respondents (Table III).

Table-II

Perceptions of pharmacist roles in the areas of patient counselling, source of drug literature, patient supplies,

Pharmacists’ competence and documenting care

Neg       Und      Pos Test statistics

Element p (%) (%) p (%) χ2 P value Df

Patient counselling on usage, side effects and 11 (9.9) 14 (12.6) 86 (77.5) 97.4 P<0.05 2

interactions of antipsychotics

Source  of current and up to date drug literature 11 (9.9) 14 (12.6) 86 (77.5) 97.4 P<0.05 2

Provide adequate patient supplies, information 15 (13.5) 10 (9.0) 86 (77.5) 97.4 P<0.05 2

and knowledge

Competent and knowledgeable 4 (3.6) 14 (12.6) 93 (83.8) 123.4 P<0.05 2

Documenting patient care and evaluating outcomes 20 (18.0) 22 (19.8) 69 (62.2) 41.5 P<0.05 2

Neg p= Negative perception, Und = Undecided, Pos p= Positive perception

Table-III

Perceptions of pharmacist roles in the areas of therapeutic plan development, implementation and monitoring.

Neg Und            Pos            Test statistics

Element p (%) (%) p (%) χ2 P value Df

Developing therapeuticcare plan 19 (17.1) 15 (13.5) 77 (69.4) 65.0 P<0.05 2

Access to patient data 10 (9.0) 21 (18.9) 80 (72.1) 76.5 P<0.05 2

Involvement in Schizophrenicpatients drug regimen 16 (14.4) 16 (14.4) 79 (71.2) 71.5 P<0.05 2

Ensuring antipsychotic drug safety and therapeutic 11 (9.9) 15 (13.5) 85 (76.6) 93.6 P<0.05 2

appropriateness

Involvement in patient care 9 (8.1) 11 (9.9) 91 (82.0) 18.2 P<0.05 2

Assessment, identification and resolution of drug 13 (11.7) 14 (12.6) 84 (75.7) 89.5 P<0.05 2

therapy problems

Monitoring adherence, efficacy and adverse 20 (18.0) 17 (15.3) 74 (66.7) 55.6 P<0.05 2

drug reactions

Neg p= Negative perception, Und = Undecided, Pos p= Positive perception
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In the area of improving patients’ quality of life, HCP’s

mostly had positive perceptions with a statistical

significant difference (P< 0.05) across all assessed

items. Reassuring patients to improve quality of life

had the highest number of respondents with positive

perceptions accounting for 98 (88.3%) out of 111, while

re-emphasizing physicians’ instructions had the lowest

number of respondents with positive perceptions

accounting for 75(67.6%) out of 111 respondents (Table

IV).

Discussion

The roles of pharmacists must be positively perceived

by other HCP’s before effective inter-professional

collaboration can take place. As earlier stated,

pharmaceutical care cannot exist in isolation from

other health care services9 and must be provided in

collaboration with patients and other health care

professionals. Majority of the HCP’s perceived

pharmacists as playing key roles in the area of patient

counselling, as sources of drug literature, patient

supplies and in documentation of care. This is similar

to previous findings where the role of pharmacists for

HIV/AIDS patients was positively perceived by HCP’s.8

This also reflects the practice requirements of

pharmaceutical care as stated by United State Agency

for International Development (USAID) that

pharmacists should provide accurate and

comprehensive information about drugs to both

patients and HCP’s as appropriate10. Professional

competence and knowledge of the pharmacists had a

very high number of health care professionals with

positive perceptions when compared to other items in

this section.  Pharmacists can thus help to facilitate

improved prescribing and medicines management by

working closely with HCP’s.11 Documenting patient

care and evaluating outcome had the lowest number

of HCP’s with positive perceptions in this section. It

has been discovered that while pharmacists recognise

the importance of documenting relevant issues, they

rarely do so in practice and preferred to use oral

communication or temporary adhesive notes instead.12

The HCP’s also positively perceived the roles of

pharmacists in therapeutic plan development and

implementation, as well as monitoring and evaluation

of interventions. These are important roles for

pharmacists because of the range of side effects

associated with antipsychotic drug therapy. A previous

study has shown that pharmacists can assist in

identifying potential risks for development of

neuroleptic induced tardive dyskinesia13. The

morbidity associated with neuroleptic- induced tardive

dyskinesia has exposed health care providers to legal

repercussions in other countries. Therefore,

pharmacist interventions in this area may aid in the

reduction of legal liabilities.13 Involvement of

pharmacists in patient care was highly perceived by

health care professionals. Previous study has proved

that pharmacists’ services contributed positively to

patient care.14 Monitoring adherence, efficacy and

adverse drug reaction had the lowest number of HCP’s

with positive perception. Reasons for this is not very

clear and therefore merits further evaluation.

Surveyed HCP’s also positively perceived the roles of

pharmacists in improving patients’ quality of life.

Reassuring patients to improve quality of life had the

highest number of health care professionals with

positive perceptions in this section. A recent study has

shown that pharmacists allowed patients to take more

responsibility in their care and spent time explaining

their treatment plan15. Re-emphasizing physicians’

instructions had the lowest number of HCP’s with

positive perceptions in this section. Re-emphasising

instruction can improve patients’ adherence to

antipsychotic medications. It has been proven that if

Table-IV

 Perceptions of pharmacist roles in the area of improving patients’ quality of life

Neg Und Pos        Test statistics

Element p (%) (%) p (%) c2 P value Df

Ensuring schizophrenicpatients return for 15 (13.5) 11 (9.9) 85 (76.6) 93.6 P<0.05 2

medication refill or review

Ensuring antipsychoticAvailability 6 (5.4) 24 (21.6) 81 (73.0) 82.8 P<0.05 2

Monitoring patients compliance to antipsychotic 13 (11.7) 19 (17.1) 79 (71.2) 72.0 P<0.05 2

therapy

Reassuring Patients to improve quality of life 5 (4.5) 8 (7.2) 98 (88.3) 150.9 P<0.05 2

Re-emphasizing Physicians’Instructions 21 (18.9) 15 (13.5) 75 (67.6) 59.0 P<0.05 2

Neg p= Negative perception, Und = Undecided, Pos p= Positive perception

Perceptions of Physicians and Allied Health Care Workers of Pharmacists’ Role In Care Optimization BJM Vol. 30 No. 1
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adherence to first use of antipsychotic drugs is

improved, chances of relapse decline and long-term

prognosis can improve.16 Pharmacists are at the end

of the prescribing process and are often the last health

care professional with whom the patient has contact

before making their medicine-taking decision. This

places pharmacists in a strong position in terms of

involvement in decisions about medicine taking. In

schizophrenia, a well-educated and motivated

pharmacist may be the ideal person to transfer the

benefits of therapeutic compliance.17

Conclusion

The health care professionals surveyed in this work

mostly had positive perceptions of the roles of

pharmacists in optimizing care for schizophrenic

patients. Pharmacists at the institution should leverage

on these positive perceptions and strive to meet their

roles in optimizing care for schizophrenic patients.
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DETECTION OF CLINICALLY RELEVANT COPY

NUMBER VARIATION OF SEZ6L2 GENE IN A

BANGLADESHI AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER

COHORT

K. M. FURKAN UDDIN1,2, MD. ROBED AMIN2,3, NASIMA SULTANA4, MD. ABDUL ALEEM5, SUPROVATH KUMAR

SARKER6, LAILA ANJUMAN BANU7, MOHAMMAD SHAHEB ALI8, WAHIDA KHANAM9, NARSIS RAHMAN9, MD.

ABDUL BAQUI1,2,
 
HOSNEARA AKTER2, NUSHRAT JAHAN DITY2, MD. AB ZIAUDDIN HOSSAIN10

Abstract:

Introduction: Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental disorder. Due to long term

impairment, high genetic component (heritability> 90%), lack of effective prevention and treatment,

ASD has been prioritized for genetic studies. Studies on Copy Number Variations (CNV) at chromosome

16p11.2 locus have mostly been conducted in population of pure or predominant European ancestry.

It is not known whether this is also prevalent among the ASD affected individuals in population of

other ancestries such as Bangladeshi population. The aim of this research work is to detect CNV of

SEZ6L2 gene at 16p11.2 locus and to describe the associated clinical characteristics in Bangladeshi

cohort with clinically diagnosed ASD.

Methods: The known SEZ6L2 gene was interrogated for copy number variation (CNV) in twenty five

autistic patients with SYBR Green I assay using the real time qPCR. Probands were interrogated

using relative standard curve (efficiency correction) method. Epilepsy with speech disorder and

postnatal infection might be more common among autistic patients with CNV at this SEZ6L2 gene.

Results: The two cases with characteristics CNV was detected who had clinically manifestation of

convulsion at different ages, partial developmental delay in multiple domains including delay in walking,

speech delay and mental age not corresponding with the chronological age. This work describes the

frequency of CNV is 8.3 %. This rate is skewed due to small sample size and do not reflect the true

frequency of 16p11.2 duplication impacting SEZ6L2 gene.

Conclusion: Epilepsy with speech disorder and postnatal infection might be more common among

autistic patients with CNV at this SEZ6L2 gene.
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Introduction:

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD, MIM 209850) is a

neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by

impairments in three major domain s reciprocal-social

interaction; communication deficit; and repetitive &

restricted patterns of behavior and interest. ASD

include four disorder (i) Autism, (ii) Asperger’s

Syndrome, (iii) Childhood Disintegrative Disorder and

(iv) Pervasive Developmental Disorder-Not Otherwise

Specified (PDD-NOS) which differ with regard to

symptom severity and early development of language,

cognitive and social behavior.1 Autism spectrum

disorder is clinically highly heterogeneous and overlaps

with many other conditions such as epilepsy, learning

Bangladesh J Medicine 2019; 30 : 24-29
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disability, attention deficit hyperactive disorder,

microcephaly and single gene disorder.2 Prevalence of

Autism in USA is 1 in 68 children (1 in 42 boys and 1

in 89 girls) as having ASD3 but in Bangladeshi

population it is 1.55/10004. One of the most striking

features of ASD is a 4:1 male to female gender ratio

that approaches 11:1 when considering higher-

functioning manifestations of the disorder.5

The genetics of ASD is complex and highly

heterogeneous and, identified genetic causes of autism

can be classified as the cytogenetically visible

chromosomal abnormalities (<“5%), copy number

variants (CNVs) (microdeletions and microduplications;

10–20%), and single-gene disorders (<“5%).6 CNV is

defined as a variable copy number of DNA segments

ranging from 50bp to several mega bases (Mb)

compared with a reference genome7. They can change

gene dosage, interrupting coding sequences, and

influencing neighboring gene regulation so they have

a great impact on gene expression and phenotypes.8

Several human studies have established association

between structural chromosomal abnormalities and

ASD phenotypes suggesting that rare CNVs contribute

to ASD risk. Single gene disorders are highly co-morbid

to ASD and often impacted by rare/de novo mutations

in genes related to neurodevelopmental function. To

date no single gene has been shown to account for a

majority of ASD susceptibility. In fact, 1000 of

candidate genes or loci have been implicated.9 The

recent advent of sequencing technologies allowed

scientist to identify more pathogenic CNVs associated

with ASD. Approximately 5% of all ASD cases carry a

pathogenic de novo loss of function (LOF) mutation.10

In another study, 1461 ASDs were investigated with

oligonucleotide-based microarray analysis, and the

CNVs surveyed were mostly inherited (69%) among

autistic individuals.11 Hallmayer’s study reported that

the concordance rate for autism in monozygotic twins

is 60-90% and 5-30% in dizygotic twins. These twin

and family studies provide some of the most convincing

evidence that genetics play a considerable role in the

development of the conditions.12 The meta analytic

heritability estimates ranged between 64% and 91%.13

SEZ6L2 (Seizure Related 6 Homolog-Like 2) is a

compelling candidate gene at 16p11.2 locus for ASD

whose gene mutation causes epilepsy and language

disorders.14  Kumar et al. suggested an association

between the SEZ6L2 gene and ASD (12/1106 ASD

cases versus 3/1161 controls; P = 0.018) in European

ancestry.15 De novo, or inherited, CNV (recurrent

microdeletion and a reciprocal microduplication) at the

16p11.2 chromosomal region are among the most

frequently observed: 1% of ASD patients.16 Whole-

genome screening of CNVs in population around the

world have shown that their frequencies vary according

to the ethnic background, allowing the distinction of

population of European, African and Asian

ancestries.17 It is not known whether this is also

prevalent among the ASD affected individuals in

population of other ancestries such as Bangladeshi

population. The rationale of this research work was to

examine the presence of clinically relevant CNV by

targeting SEZ6L2 gene at chromosome 16p11.2 in

Bangladeshi cohort with clinically diagnosed ASD.

Materials and Method:

Twenty five diagnosed ASD cases, age between 3-19

yr, were selected from Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujib

Medical University; Institute of Child & Maternal

Health, and Dhaka Medical College with ethical

permission from the respective institution. Samples

were enrolled on the basis of DSM-IV criteria supported

by Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS)

after taking informed consent.

DNA extraction and genotyping were performed in the

department of Anatomy, Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujib

Medical University. Genomic DNA was purified from

200 ml whole blood  using the ReliaPrep™ Blood gDNA

Miniprep System according to manufacturer’s

instructions (Promega Corporation, Madison, USA) and

finally dissolved in 50ìl TE buffer (10mM Tris/0.1mM

EDTA, pH 8.0). DNA concentration was determined by

NanoDrop spectrophotometer. The concentration for

all qualified samples was normalized to 50ng/µl and

frozen at “26°C for storage. Primers (forward primer

for SEZ6L2 gene: 52 -CCTCTCTCTTCCCCACAAAGG-

32  and reverse primer: 52  TGGACAGCC

TGGTTCTCTCT-32 ) were designed to amplify a region

67 bp using Primer 3 software v. 0.4.0 (http://

bioinfo.ut.ee/primer3-0.4.0/). BLAST tool (blast.ncbi.

nim.nih.gov/) was used for the designed primer to

ensure that the primers chosen are specific for SEZ6L2.

Primers of endogenous control FOXP2 gene were

selected from the previous study.18

To detect the Copy Number Variation (CNV) genotyping

of ASD samples, standard curve was generated by a

duplicate  series of two fold dilutions (1.56 ng, 3.125

ng, 6.25 ng, 12.5 ng, 25 ng) of a control sample of

known concentration for both target and reference

genes using customized cycling protocol. In addition,

we used three samples as control calibrators from ‘1000

Genomes Project’ that were ethnically Bengali. After

dilution of primers of SEZ6L2 and FOXP2 genes to a

final concentration of 10 µM, the total reaction volume

for each sample was prepared to 10 µl which contains

25 ng of genomic DNA, 0.5 µM of each primer, 5 µl of

Thermo Scientific DyNamo Flash SYBR Green 2X

BJM Vol. 30 No. 1 Detection of Clinically Relevant Copy Number Variation of SEZ6L2 Gene in a Bangladeshi Autism
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master mix. Triplicates of standard curve for internal

control gene and gene of interest, control DNA sample

for the amplification of internal control gene and gene

of interest, and experimental samples for internal

control gene and gene of interest were amplified

individually in each well on separate plate following

the standard protocol.19

Pfaffl20 mathematical model was presented to

determine the relative quantification of a target gene

in comparison to a reference gene using Microsoft Excel

spread sheet to analyze real-time PCR data for gene

dosage.

Ratio = 

(Etarget)  

 
(Eref) 

 

∆Cttarget (control – sample) 

 
∆Ctref (control – sample) 

 

All experiments were performed in triplicate. If the ratio

of signal at the locus of interest to the signal at the

FOXP2 locus was below 0.7, a loss (microdeletion) was

confirmed. If over 1.2, a gain (microduplication) was

called. In both cases, two copy controls were expected

to have a ratio of about 1.0, indicating no copy number

change in these samples.

Results:

Real-time PCR amplification efficiencies and linearity:

qPCR efficiencies were calculated from the given slopes

by Microsoft Excel. The corresponding real-time PCR

efficiency (E) was calculated according to the

equation: E = 10[–1/slope] through the generation of

standard curve. Investigated transcripts (Fig 1 & 2)

showed high real-time PCR efficiency rates; for

SEZ6L2 =2.63; FOXP2 =3.13 (Pearson correlation

coefficientR2> 0.95).
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Fig. 1a: Amplification curve of SEZ6L2 gene of twenty

five autistic cases in which the Ct were between from

21 to 25.

Figure 1b: Dissociation (melting) curve of SEZ6L2 gene

which showed a single peak at 79oC.
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Figure 1c: Standard curve plot of SEZ6L2 gene. Slope

of 2.63 indicated the amplification efficiency.
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Figure 2a: Amplification curve of FOXP2 gene of twenty-

five autistic cases in which the Ct were between from

21 to 25.

Figure 2a: 2b: Dissociation (melting) curve of reference

FOXP2 gene which showed a single peak at 78oc.
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which was stopped at the age of 8 year. He had delay

in walking and speech. The boy was over weighted, 62

kg (95th percentile, BMI=25.9). During psychological

assessment at three year of age, mental age

corresponded to the age of 24 months old. There was

history of postnatal infection.
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Figure 2c: Standard curve plot of reference FOXP2

gene. Slope of 2.63 indicated the amplification efficiency.

Table-1

Base line clinical characteristics of ASD cases:

Characteristics N ASD Patients ASD Patients without P

with CNV; n (%) CNV; n (%)

Mean ±SD age in years - 11.7±0.9             8.8±4.5 >0.05

Gender

     Male 20 2 (10)           18 (90) >0.05

     Female 5 0(0)        5(100)

Autistic sibling 3 0(0)        3(100)

Consanguinity present 2 0(0)      2(100) >0.05

H/O perinatal asphyxia 4 0(0)         4(100) >0.05

H/O postnatal infection 6 2(33)        4(67) 0.05

Development milestones delayed 16 2(12.5)         14(87.5) >0.05

Speech & language delay 12 2(16.7)         10(83.3) >0.05

Language regression 6 1 (16.7)       5(83.3) >0.05

Epileptic seizure 2 2(100)     0(0) 0.003

Macrocephaly 4 0(0)        4(100) >0.05

Note: For continuous variables Student’s t test was done. For categorical variables Fisher’s exact test was performed. P value

<0.05 was considered level of significance.

ASD Cohort:

Among the twenty five cases, two male were CNV

positive and nothing founded in the female autistic

cases. In two patients, we detected a duplication

impacting SEZ6L2 gene (Figure 3). Overall the

quantitative analysis of the SEZ6L2 gene copy number

in our cohort revealed a duplication rate of 8.3%.

CNV positive ASD case no 1: An eleven year (11 yr) old

boy from a non-consanguineous family observed to

manifest epileptic seizure from seven months of age

Figure 3: Comparison between target SEZ6L2 gene and

reference FOXP2 gene. Copy numbers are represented

by ratio of copies of SEZ6L2 to FOXP2. The Red bars

show the two samples with the Copy Number Variation.

CNV positive ASD case no 2: A twelve years (12 yr) old

boy from a non-consanguineous family observed to

manifest epileptic seizure at the age of 9 years and speech.

He was under weighted and weight, 36 kg (between 10th

& 25th percentile). During psychological assessment at

three year of age, mental age corresponded to the age of

15 month. There was h/o postnatal infection.
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Discussion:

The cohort was composed of 20 males (80%) and 5

females (20%), for an overall male to female ratio (M:

F) of 4:1 that is expected with the usual 4:1 ratios21.

Among the male, two (100%) were CNV positive and

nothing was found in the female autistic cases. De

novo or inherited CNV at the 16p11.2 chromosomal

region are among the most frequently observed: 1% of

ASD patients16. A meta-analysis determined that the

prevalence of it among ASD probands is 0.76%22. But

in our study the prevalence of CNV at 16p11.2 was

8.3% though the sample size was very small. Indeed,

the prevalence of seizures in patients with ASD is

between 5–38%, with the frequent observation of

epileptiform activity, even without clinical epilepsy23.

Epileptic seizure developed in 2 cases that were

interestingly CNV positive (p value=0.003) but Zappella

stated in his article that one ASD child out of four

develops seizures24. In another study, it is <“20%25.

Postnatal infection was also observed in two ASD cases

with CNV positive (P value =0.05) in our study. Shiow’s

study26 supports this finding. Preliminary data

suggests that people with the 16p11.2 microduplication

have a tendency to be underweight. By contrast, a

tendency to overweight and obesity has been identified

with a 16p11.2 microdeletion, making the

microdeletion the second most common genetic cause

of obesity27. Jacquemont et al.28 stated that obesity

had been shown to be associated with cases carries

16p11.2 duplication. In our study, overweight is related

to microduplication though the finding was not

statistically significant. Macrocephaly is frequently

observed in 16p11.2 microdeletion syndrome29. The

study of growth parameters revealed that macrocephaly

was observed in four male individuals, while

microcephaly was quite absent. This is inconsistent

with our study because macrocephaly is observed only

CNV negative ASD cases though the finding was not

also statistically significant.

SEZ6L2 is a compelling candidate gene for ASD whose

gene mutation causes epilepsy and language

disorder14. Walsh and Bracken’s studies had identified

CNV at 16p11.2 locus in individual with developmental

delay and mental retardation22. Sixteen cases (64%)

showed partial developmental delay, and twelve (48%)

cases had speech & language delay in our study cohort,

six (24%) of them showed language regression in some

extent of their age. Among the regressive cases, 1

patient (50%) was CNV positive and 5 patients (22%)

were CNV negative which also indicate statistically

insignificant.

In summary, prevalence of CNV of SEZ6L2 gene at

16p11.2 might be more frequent among the

Bangladeshi ASD cohort. This pilot study describes

the combined prevalence of CNV was 8.3%. With only

two cases harboring pathogenic copy number variants,

it is difficult to conclude anything about phenotype

genotype correlations with any mathematical certainty.

This rate is skewed due to small sample size and do

not reflect the true frequency. Epilepsy, speech disorder

and postnatal infection might be more common among

autistic patients with CNV at this SEZ6L2 gene.

Conclusion:

This study serves as a pilot to provide initial insight

into the detection of CNV by targeting only a single

gene of ASD in the Bangladeshi population. At this

time, CNV testing in the Bangladeshi population would

be most appropriate in a confirmatory diagnostic

setting, at least until larger cohorts of matched control

data become available for comparisons. Finally, this

study will serve as a starting point for further genetic

studies of ASD in the Bangladeshi population as well

as other less studied populations to identify new

candidate genes, provide more support for existing risk

loci.
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PRECIPITATING FACTORS CONTRIBUTING SEVERE

HYPOGLYCEMIA AMONG TYPE-2 DIABETIC

PATIENTS ADMITTED IN A TERTIARY CARE

HOSPITAL OF BANGLADESH
Rushda Sarmin Binte Rouf1, Md. Faruque Pathan2

Abstract

Background: Hypoglycemia is the commonest acute emergency in the diabetic population. This

study intends to find out the factors precipitating severe hypoglycemia in type-2 diabetes patients

admitted in a tertiary care hospital in Bangladesh.

Methods:  This cross-sectional study was conducted among 311 diabetic patients admitted in BIRDEM

general hospital with hypoglycemia (plasma glucose concentration of <70mg/dl or 3.9mmol/l) with or

without altered level of consciousness or   neurological recovery of the patient occur   after normalization

of blood sugar , from a period of March 2014 to April 2015. After obtaining informed written consent

a questionnaire focusing on the probable factors of severe hypoglycemia was supplied to the subjects

or attendants at bedside. Relevant reports were collected from record book.

Results: Mean age of the study respondents was 49.02(±15.99) years which ranged from 18 to 90

years with male predominance (59%). Mean duration of diabetes was 8.5(±5.4) years with range

from 3 to 15 years. Majority (85.5%) had more than 6.5% of  HbA1c.  Severe hypoglycemia was

revealed mostly (61.41%) in insulin users. Among them 74(33.5%) and 79(35.7%) patients were using

premixed and self mixed regimes respectively. Factors causing severe hypoglycemia were assessed

by multivariate analysis. Significant association was found in meal related factors (p<0.001)(missed

meal, delayed or inadequate meal), insulin related factors (p<0.001) (Newer dose, miscalculation,

faulty technique, defective absorption). Other factors were renal impairment (p<0.001), gastroparesis

(p<0.01) and aging (p =0.04).

Conclusion: Lifestyle factors are the most important precipitating causes of hypoglycemia. Therefore,

appropriate diabetic education including self adjustment and periodic re-evaluation of patient’s

knowledge, attitude and practice towards hypoglycemia is of utmost importance to prevent this common

but life-threatening complication.
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Introduction

Hypoglycemia is the most feared and a common

barrier in achieving strict glycemic control. This was

observed in two landmark studies, the Diabetes

Control and Complications Trial (DCCT, 1997) and

U.K. Prospective Diabetes Study (UKPDS, 1998),

which demonstrated the benefits of early intensive

glycemic control in type 1 and type 2 diabetes,

respectively.1,2 Large clinical trials have shown

significant cardiovascular and cerebrovascular

morbidities associated with hypoglycemia.3 Hence

individualized targets of glycemic status has been

emphasized by American Diabetes Association(ADA)

particularly in patients with long duration of DM

and co morbidities to reduce the risk the hypo-

glycemia.4
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According to ADA (2013) severe hypoglycemia is an

event requiring assistance of another person to

administer actively carbohydrate, glucagon   or other

resuscitative actions. Plasma glucose measurements

may not be available during such an event, but

neurological recovery attributable to the restoration of

plasma glucose to normal is considered sufficient

evidence that the event was induced by a low plasma

glucose concentration.10 The symptoms of

hypoglycemia are markedly varied. Florid symptoms

can develop in normal range of blood sugar in long

standing poorly controlled groups where as it may be

nonspecific or less intense even in severe hypoglycemia

with increasing age , in type 1 diabetic or recurrent

attacks of hypoglycemia and with autonomic

neuropathy.5

In 2014 American Association of Clinical Endocrinology

conducted a survey on symptomatic hypoglycemia

among 2530  type 2 diabetic patients in USA which

revealed about half of the study population were

unaware of the precipitating factors and sequel of

symptomatic hypoglycemia.6

In this background, awareness and knowledge

regarding factors causing hypoglycemia need to be

addressed properly to prevent recurrence of

hypoglycemia in future. So, we conducted this study

to reveal the precipitating factors of severe

hypoglycemia among type 2 diabetic patients admitted

in a tertiary care hospital (BIRDEM) of Bangladesh.

Materials and Methods

This cross-sectional study was conducted among the

diabetic patients admitted in BIRDEM general hospital

with hypoglycemia (plasma glucose concentration of

<70mg/dl or 3.9mmol/l) with or without altered level

of consciousness or   neurological recovery of the

patient occur   after normalization of blood sugar from

a period of March 2014 to April 2015. Hypoglycemia

in non diabetic and pregnant women was not

approached for the study. Sample size was calculated

at 95% confidence interval with 5% precision which

arrived 164 using prevalence 70%.7

After obtaining informed written consent from the

subjects after recovery or attendants a questionnaire

was given to be filled up. The questionnaire was focused

on all the probable factors of severe hypoglycemia.

Relevant reports were collected from record book. This

study was approved by the ethical committee of the

institution.

Results:

Total 339 patients were approached in the study. Of

them 18 refused to be enrolled. Data from the

remaining 311 patients were collected.

Table-1

Baseline Characteristics of the population (N=311)

Baseline characteristics Number (%)

Age(years)

<50 141(45.33)

>50 170(54.66)

Mean ±SD   : 49.02(±15.99)

Sex

Male 184(59)

Female 127(41)

Distribution of area of residence

Urban 211(67.84)

Rural 100(32.15)

Education

<Higher secondary school certificate 231(74.3)

> Higher secondary school certificate 80(25.7)

Duration Of DM

<10 years 189(60.77)

>10 years 122(39.22)

Mean ± SD  : 8.5(±5.4)

Glycemic statusHbA1c <7% 45(14.5)

HbA1c >7% 255(85.5)

Mean ± SD  : 8.9(±4.9)

Blood Sugar(mmol/l)

≤ 2.8 243 (78.13)

<2.8 68 (21.86)

Mean±SD 2.2(±1.2)

Mean age of the study respondents was 49.02(±15.99)

years with male predominance (59%). Mean duration

of diabetes was 8.5(±5.4) years. Majority (85.5%) had

more than 6.5% of  HbA1c. (Table-1)

Table-II

Association of treatment modalities with hypoglycemia

(N=311)

Total OR; p

95% CI value

Only OAD 90(30.20) 2.20(1.11-4.35) 0.02

Only Insulin 183(61.41) 0.40(0.20-0.79) 0.007

OAD+Insulin 38(8.39) 1.06(0.43-2.65) 0.89

Treatment modalities are shown in table-2. Severe

hypoglycemia was revealed mostly (61.41%) in insulin

users. Rest were on OAD (30.2%) and OAD plus insulin

(8.39%) respectively.
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In figure 1 frequency of different insulin regimes are

shown. Hypoglycemia was more frequent those using

premixed (33.5%) and self mixed(35.7%)  regimes

respectively. Least (4.97%) was observed in patients

with long acting analogue only.

Table-III

Factors responsible for hypoglycemia in the study

subjects (N=311)

Factor responsible Total OR; p value

95% CI

Meal related factor 204 2.95(1.69-5.12) <0.001

Insulin related factor 71 4.69(1.81-12.19) <0.001

Unaccustomed 40 1.13(0.49-2.59) 0.76

physical exertion

Ageing (>50) 28 3.95(0.91-17.10) 0.04

Autonomic 34 5.0(1.16-21.44) 0.01

Neuropathy

CLD 14 1.71(0.37-7.85) 0.48

CKD 69 11.39(6.96-18.65) <0.001

Factors causing severe hypoglycemia were assessed

by multivariate analysis. Significant association was

found in meal related factors(p<0.001) (missed meal,

delayed or inadequate meal), insulin related factors

(p<0.001) (Newer dose, miscalculation, faulty

technique, defective absorption etc). Other important

factors were renal impairment (p<0.001), gastroparesis

(p<0.01) and aging (p =0.04).(table-III)

Table-IV

Knowledge and practice regarding hypoglycemia

among the participants * (N=311)

Factors n (% )

Symptoms of hypoglycemia 220(70.73%)

Precipitating factors 130(41.80%)

Immediate management during 187(60.12%)

an episode

Complication of hypoglycemia 102(32.79%)

Importance of SMBG to prevent 94(30.22%)

further attacks

Maintaining fixed meal plan 96(31.68%)

*Multiple responses allowed

Knowledge and practice regarding hypoglycemia was

assessed among the participants in table-4. Majority

(70.73%) knew about the common symptoms

(sweating, palpitation, headache, dizziness). Immediate

management (at least one remedial measure) during a

hypoglycemic episode was known to 60.12%.

Precipitating factors (at least one) was known to 41.80%

whereas only 32.79% were aware of the complication

related to severe hypoglycemia. Very few (30.22%) had

the understanding of self monitoring of blood glucose

to prevent hypoglycemia. Only 31.68% were on a fixed

meal plan.

Discussion:

Key component of Diabetes care is to maintain target

blood sugar to prevent or delay diabetes related

complication. However, iatrogenic hypoglycemia is a

major barrier to achieve this. In this hospital based

study three hundred and eleven diabetic patients with

hypoglycemia were included. Among them 184 were

male (59.2%) and rest were female (40.8%). Highest

percentage (33.3%) of patients belonged to the age

group of 51 to 60 years. Several studies also support

this finding. (3,7,8). It indicates extreme age is an

important factor of hypoglycemia. This might have been

because of age related cognitive impairment, multiple

co morbidities, attenuated sympathoadrenal response

to hypoglycemia. This study found no statistically

significant difference between incidence of

hypoglycemia in between demographic distribution,

however the incidence was much higher (74.3%) in

less educated persons than who are highly educated.

Better communication and repeated discussion

appropriate to patient’s literary level may reduce the

risk. Although low literacy is a risk factor for severe

hypoglycemia, it is presumably modifiable. Duration

of diabetes was not found statistically significant. In

this study more than eighty percent patients who

Fig.-1: Frequency of different insulin regimes in the

study population (n=221)
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experienced severe hypoglycemia had Hba1c

>7%.Similar reports found in a study based on Hba1c

and hypoglycemia(9). Possible explanation might be

lack of proper self management education in this class

of subject.  In Chicago, June 2013 , ADA described

association between Hba1c with self reported

hypoglycemia though no causal pathways between this

two were established. They concluded hypoglycemia

was common irrespective of glycemic status.(10)

Association of treatment modalities with hypoglycemia

revealed a significant association with patients treated

with insulin. Among them overall 60% were treated

with premixed and self mixed regimes whereas only

long acting insulin user had significantly lower

frequency of hypoglycemia (4.97%).  The hallmark

study by UKPDS found 70-80% of hypoglycemic

episodes in insulin treated patients (2). Other larger

trial ACCORD and ADVANCE who found fatal vascular

outcomes in intensively treated patients with insulin

following hypoglycemia.(3,11) Appropriate insulin

technique and self adjustment was not properly

addressed in this study population which might

develop such remediable events.

Factors considered to be responsible for hypoglycemia

were assessed in this study which demonstrated

missing meals and insulin related factors eg;

intensification of dose, error by patient or physician,

miscalculation of dose, faulty technique, deliberate

overdose, injection site issue were most common.

Though commonest but these factors are presumably

modifiable by collaborative approach. Background

diseases contributed to severe hypoglycemia were renal

and liver impairment. It is known that exogenous

insulin remains in longer duration with

unpredictability as renal and hepatic metabolism

declines and contribution of glucose through

gluconeogenesis is also reduced which causes

recurrent hypoglycemia (12,13). In this study 22.18%

had renal impairment and 4.5% had hepatic

dysfunction. Autonomic neuropathy was found to be

another important precipitating factor (p 0.01) in this

study. Autonomic neuropathy associated hypoglycemic

unawareness is another alarming situation which

should be addressed by physician with great emphasis

to prevent severe hypoglycemia induced fatal outcomes.
(14,15)

Even though most diabetics in this study had more

than 5 years of duration, knowledge on hypoglycemia

was not satisfactory. More than half knew about

symptoms and what to do while an episode. Less than

half knew what were the precipitating factors for severe

hypoglycemia, only 32.79%were aware of complications

related to it. Very few (30.22%) knew SMBG as an

appropriate tool to prevent further attacks by self

adjustment. Education for patient empowerment

should be emphasized for better understanding on self

management strategies. Particularly the interactive

relationship of hypoglycemia with their medication,

meal plan, physical activity and special situation like

sick days management should be clearly explained to

limit hypoglycemic episodes thus improving standard

of living in diabetics. (16)

Conclusion:

In most of the cases, lifestyle factors are the

precipitating causes of hypoglycemia, which are readily

recognizable and easily modifiable. Therefore,

appropriate diabetic education and periodic re-

evaluation of patient’s knowledge, attitude and practice

towards hypoglycemia is of utmost importance to

prevent this common but life-threatening complication.
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 CASE REPORTS

ARTERIOVENOUS FISTULA AFTER CEREBRAL

VENOUS SINUS THROMBOSIS

LOW QIN JIAN1, CHEO SENG WEE2

Abstract

Thrombosis of the deep cerebral vein is a rare entity. Thrombosis of cerebral veins or dural sinus

obstructs blood drainage from brain tissue, leading to cerebral parenchymal dysfunction and increased

venous and capillary pressure with disruption of the blood-brain barrier. Many conditions are associated

with cerebral venous sinus thrombosis. Prothrombotic conditions, malignancy, infection and head

injury has been reported as risk factors for cerebral venous sinus thrombosis (CVST). Neuroimaging

features of CVST include focal areas of oedema or venous infarction, hemorrhagic venous infarction,

diffuse brain edema or rarely subarachnoid haemorrhage. Magnetic resonance imaging of the brain

in combination with magnetic resonance venography is the most informative technique in demonstrating

the presence of dural thrombus and cortical vein thrombosis.

Keywords : Arteriovenous fistula (AVF), cerebral venous sinus thrombosis (CVST).
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Introduction

Cerebral venous sinus thrombosis is a rare form of

venous thromboembolism with an estimated annual

incidence of 3–7 per 1,000,000 populations1. The

development of dural arteriovenous fistula (AVF) after

CVST is rare and have been reported for only several

cases2. Moreover, in all these cases, dural AVF was

presented as the chronic complication of CVST, which

developed several months or years later. We report a

case of likely arteriovenous fistula (AVF) following

cerebral venous sinus thrombosis with meningo-

encephalitis.

Case Report

A 51-years-old gentleman with no comorbid

experienced fever and headache for 3 days’ duration.

He had been fasting for the last ten days during

Ramadan. On arrival, his Glasgow Coma Scale was

E1 V2 M5. Neurological examination revealed an

increase tone at bilateral upper and lower limbs and

generalized brisk reflexes with bilateral down-going

plantar response. Brain computed tomography

showed a linear hyperdensity along the posterior

inter-hemispheric fissure and right transverse sinus.

MRV brain showed the presence of filling defect

within the deep cerebral venous sinus involving the

internal cerebral vein, vein of Galen and straight

sinus. Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) study showed an

opening pressure of 30 cm water, turbid appearance,

50 cells/mm3, predominantly 60% neutrophils, CSF

protein raised at 4.1g/L, CSF glucose 2.6 mmol/L,

CSF/serum glucose ratio of 46%. CSF gram stain,

latex agglutination, tuberculous polymerase chain

reaction, acid fast bacilli, indian ink and cryptococcal

antibody were all negative. Marais score was not

suggestive for TB meningitis. There was no evidence

of malignancy, head trauma, polycythemia. His anti-

phospholipid study was negative. He was treated for

bacterial meningoencephalitis with deep cerebral

vein thrombosis and completed 2 weeks of

intravenous ceftriaxone 2g twice daily and

subcutaneous enoxaparin 1mg/kg twice daily. Upon

discharge, his GCS was full. He was given a total of

3 months of anticoagulation therapy for his provoked

cerebral venous sinus thrombosis.  He remained well

during his follow-up at 1 year with no residual

deficits.
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Figure 1 (Above, Left) : MRI brain T1-post contrast

sequence- (sagittal view) – shows evidence of filling

defect along the straight sinus (yellow arrow) suggestive

of venous sinus thrombosis.

Figure 2 (Above, Right) : MRI brain T1-post contrast

sequence- (sagittal view) – shows evidence of filling defect

along the internal cerebral vein (yellow arrow) and vein of

Galen (red arrow) suggestive of deep cerebral venous sinus

thrombosis.

Figure 3 and 4 (Above, Left and Right) : MRI brain (axial view) in T1-weighted sequence (a) and T2-weighted

sequence (b) shows serpinginous structures at the right occipital lobe which suggestive of vascular

malformations.
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Discussion

Two hypotheses have been proposed for the

pathogenesis of AVF. The first is based on the

physiological arteriovenous shunts between the

meningeal arterial networks and the dural venous

sinuses. An increase in sinus and venous pressure,

for example, by the obstruction of venous outflow by

CVST, may open these channels to create dural AVFs.

The second hypothesis suggests that venous

hypertension induced by an obstruction to venous

outflow may reduce cerebral perfusion and lead to

ischaemia, followed by angiogenesis. The aberrant

angiogenic activity of the dural blood vessels would

then result in arteriovenous shunting. In both, CVST

may be the primary event that caused the venous

hypertension. Despite constant investigation about

relationships between AVF and CVST, whether CVST

is the cause or result of AVF remains elusive. In our

case, it is difficult to decide AVF was primary or not

without baseline cerebral angiography. Nearly 40% of

patients with CVST would have seizures as the

presenting feature and among patients with seizures.

Conclusions

We postulated that the vascular malformation is likely

an arteriovenous fistula due to venous hypertension

following the venous sinus thrombosis. The venous

hypertension developed after venous thrombosis opens

up the microvascular connections within the dura and

Fig.-5 (Above, left): MRI brain T1-post contrast sequence

(axial view) shows evidence of filling defect along the

internal cerebral vein (yellow arrow) suggestive of deep

cerebral venous sinus thrombosis.

Fig.-6: (Above, right): MRI brain MRA TOF sequence

(axial view) shows the serpinginous structures at the

right occipital lobe being supplied by the right posterior

cerebral artery (yellow arrow).

these channels become hypertrophied resulting in

direct shunting between arteries and veins. This patient

does not have a baseline brain computed tomography

done previously.
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DENGUE FEVER WITH PULMONARY ALVEOLAR

HEMORRHAGE - COMMON INFECTION WITH

UNCOMMON ASSOCIATION - RARE CASE REPORT
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Abstract:

Dengue fever (DF) is major health hazard around the world in recent decades especially in India. Flu

like illness to polyserositis among common presentation of DF. Dengue fever presenting as pulmonary

hemorrhage is rare. Here we present a case of 16 -year young male patient presented with fever and

shortness of breath, initially diagnosed as dengue fever by serological examination. CT chest findings

mimiking as pneumonia ,however further fall in hemoglobin and progressive dysnoea, bronchoscopy

and bronchial wash cytology done which reveal association of pulmonary hemorrhage. This case

report alerted clinicians about rare presentation and high index of suspicion of pulmonary hemorrhage

in DF with dysnoea for early diagnosis and to avoid its fatal outcome.
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Introduction:

DF is mosquito born disease, and its severe forms

namely, dengue hemorrhagic fever (DHF) and dengue

shock syndrome (DCS) transmitted by bite of mosquito

infected with one of the four dengue viruse serotypes.

Dengue is widespread throughout developed and

developing countries, with local variations in risk

influenced by rainfall, temperature and rapid

urbanization.  Dengue disease has wide spectrum of

clinical signs and symptoms ranging from asymptomatic

infection to severe and fatal manifestation.1 So far,

dengue with pulmonary alveolar hemorrhage rarely been

described in literature. Radiological imaging, chest

radiography and HRCT findings in pulmonary

manifestations are supportive but not diagnostic.2

However bronchoscopy with bronchial lavage cytology

with special perls prussian blue stain play crucial role

to diagnose pulmonary hemorrhage.3

Case Report :

A 16-year young boy presented with shortness of

breath for a day and history of high grade fever

associated with chills and rigors for five days. Patient

initially evaluated outside hospital with hemoglobin

17gm%,white blood cells 4500/cumm and platelet

count was 1.2 lakhs/cumm. On general examination

patient was conscious, febrile (102 F),tachycardia (126

beats/min),respiratory rate was 28/min and blood

pressure 100/7mmHg. Systemic examination normal

except respiratory system with decreased air entry in

left infraxillary area and bilateral crepitations.

Laboratory hematological results reveal Hemoglobin

13.1gm%, RBCs count 4.33millions/cumm, hematocrit

40%, White blood cells count 8000/cumm,platelets

95000/cumm and normal differential on morphology.

ESR was 50mm/hr. Coagulation study reveal elevated

prothrombin time 18 sec (control12.9sec) and INR 1.5.

APTT within normal limit. Biochemical parameters

including LFT,Renal function test were in normal limits.

Serological dengue Ig M positive by ELISA. Malarial

antigen, Typhi IgM and scrub typhus were negative.

Chest X ray which was done outside was normal,

however in view of progressive dysnoea inspite of

supportive measures and considering previous

hemoglobin value possibility of pulmonary hemorrhage

suspected and underwent CT scan chest and

bronchoscopy. CT scan chest show multifocal areas

of patchy consolidation and groungd glass hazziness

in left lung field and right lower lobe (Figure 1 &2)

suggestive of infective etiology. Bronchoscopic

examination revealed erythematous (Figure 3a) mucosa

more in left lung and subsequent bronchial wash

cytology show many pigment laden macrophages

(Figure 3b,c,d), which was confirmed by special stain

for hemosiderin (Perls stain). Bronchial wash gene
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Fig.- 1 & 2 : Coronal section & Axial HRCT: multifocal areas of patchy consolidation and groungd glass hazziness

in left lung field and right lower lobe

Fig.-3: (a) Bronchoscopy show erythematous mucosa with no active oozing of blood  (b&c) BAL cytology show many

macrophages with no unflammatory cells  (3d) Perls stain show hemosiderin laden macrophages with surrounding RBCs.
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Xpert for Myocbacterium tuberculosis came negative.

Patient treated with supportive measures and improved

symptomatically and with increased platelet count.

DISCUSSION:

The prevalence of dengue infection increased due to

failure to control aedes population, uncontrolled

urbanization, population growth,lack of vaccine and

climate change. DF characterized by acute onset of

high grade fever, 3 to14 days after the bite of infected

mosquitoes associated with reterorbital pain, myalgia,

arthralgia and rash.

As per WHO criteria for DHF includes history of fever

lasting for 2-7 days, thrombocytopenia(less than one

lakh/Cu/mm, any hemorrhagic manifestation and

evidence of increased vascular permeability.

Hemorrhagic manifestation are mild and includes

positive tourniquet test, petechiae, ecchymosis,

epistaxis and gum bleeding. More serious type of bleed

includes per vaginal bleed, hematemesis, malena,

pulmonary hemorrhage and intracranial hemorrhage.

Evidence of vascular permeability consist of increased

hematocrit >20% or decline in hematocrit >20%,

presence of pleural effusion to ascites by radiography

and hypoprotenemia or hypoalbuminemia as

determined by laboratory test.4 In present case patient

had fever, thrombocytopenia and Dengue IgM positive

by ELISA. Common course in DHF initially had fever

lasting for two to seven days followed by phase of

defervescence patient had thrombo-cytopenia,

cutaneous lesions like petechiae and ecchymosis and

rearely hemorrhagic manifestation in the form of

epistaxis,bleeding gums,pulmonary hemorrhages,

gastrointestinal hemorrhages and intracranial

hemorrhages.5

Pulmonary manifestation in dengue infections includes

pleural effusion,pneumonitis ,hemoptysis, pulmonary

hemorrhages and adult respiratory distress syndrome.

The pathogenesis of pulmonary hemorrhage in dengue

infection is not specific however possible etiology

considered to be mulfactorial like low platelets,

coagulation cascade abnormality, platelet

dysfunction,vascular defect and disseminated

intrvascular coagulation. Plasma leakage is secondary

to increased vascular permeability possibly cytokine

mediated.6Classic triad seen in pulmonary hemorrhage

includes hemoptysis ,rapid fall in hemoglobin over 24-

48 hrs and new interstitial infiltrate.7 In our case

progressive dysnoea and rapid fall of hemoglobin make

suspicion for pulmonary hemorrhage.

If alveolar hemorrhage suspected, early bronchoscopic

gross finding and bronchoalveolar lavage sampling with

red blood cell count and presence of hemosiderin laden

macrophages diagnostic of alveolar hemorrhage and

also to rule out trauma related RBCs and infection.

Hemosiderin is a product of hemoglobin breakdown

and appears at least 48 hours of bleeding and

highlighted by special Perls stain. Beside supportive

treatment in the form of critical monitoring of fluid

balance and hydration ,there is no specific treatment.8

However bleeding manifestation with correction of

coagulopathy require transfusion support.

Conclusion:

To conclude, though dengue infection are common,

its association with pulmonary alveolar hemorrhage

is rare finding. Clinicians should suspect pulmonary

hemorrhage in case of progressive dysnoea and fall in

hemoglobin. Bronchoscopy and brochoalveolar lavage

with special Perls stain, play promising role to diagnose

and manage this rare association, as imaging study

mimics pneumonia like findings.
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A PATIENT WITH INTERMEDIATE SYNDROME WITH

TOXIC ENCEPHALOPATHY FOLLOWING

ORGANOPHOSPHATE POISONING

MOHIUDDIN SHARIF1, MUKTADIR BHUIYAN2, RAJIB ROY1, MAHFUZUL HAQUE3, MD ROBED AMIN4

Abstract:

OP poisoning is the common cause of mortality and morbidity in Bangladesh. Although acute cholinergic

crisis is the common form of presentation of such cases, the intermediate syndrome and delayed

encephalopathy can be also presented in op compound. A 14 year old adolescent presented with

acute onset of intermediate syndrome and simultaneous early encephalopathy after ingestion of

combination of Chlorpyrifos with Cypermithrin known popularly as market name of ‘Mortar’. The

patient was provided supportive care and few days of ICU care with complete recovery. The interesting

feature of the case was absence of cholinergic crisis and hence patient was not treated with atropine

or pralidoxime.The simultaneous combination of presenting features, prolonged coma and even on

absence of specific antidote complete recovery was the highlighting points of this unique case.
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Introduction:

Organophosphates (OP) are primarily used as

pesticides and suicidal ingestion, occupational

exposure, or consumption of oil or food contaminated

by organophosphates is well documented modes of

poisoning. The severity of the poisoning depends on

the dose and the type of organophosphate exposure.

Commonly the fat soluble OP compound presented

with acute cholinergic crisis with features of respiratory

failure as severity 1. OP compound can also presented

with intermediate syndrome and Organophopshate

compound related delayed polyneuropathy (OPIDP)1,2

Although there has been cases where the toxic

encephalopathy was featured in OP compound, the

common form of which was posterior reversible

encephalopathic syndrome (PRESS). Several clinical

syndromes can be encountered in OP but intermediate

syndrome with toxic encephalopathy followed by

organophosphate poisoning (Chlorpyrifos with

Cypermithren) has not been found commonly in

toxciology.  Here is a case report of such entity with

better outcome.

Case Summary:

A 14 year old girl presented to the Dhaka Medical

College Hospital (DMCH) in Bangladesh complaining

about weaknesses of lower limbs and dropping of upper

eyelids of both eyes.  Upon further enquiry, the patient

revealed the consumption of organophosphate

compound (Chlorpyrifos with Cypermithren) intended

to commit suicide 6 hours ago after taking

approximately 20 mL of combined product with the

trade name of ‘Mortar’.  She did not receive any

treatment outside the Hospital.

Fig.-1: The brought specimen showed OP compound

Morter ( Chlorpyriphos and Cypermethrin)
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On admission, she was drowsy with mild respiratory

distress. There was nausea but no vomiting or diarrhea.

The pupils were mid-dilated reacting to light.  The pulse

was 110 bpm and blood pressure 100/60 mmHg.

Lungs were clear.  No obvious salivation, lacrimation

or fasciculation was observed.

Laboratory examinations revealed a white blood cell

count of 13,780/mL, sodium 136 mEq/L, potassium

4.0 mEq/L and creatinine 0.69 mg/dL. SGPT 13 u/L,

SGOT 25 u/L and S.bilirubin 0.65mg/dL.  An

electrocardiogram showed normal sinus rhythm.

After an hour of admission, we noticed that her

condition was deteriorating and there is an increase

in respiratory rate, sweating, restlessness and later

cyanosis.  Therefore, she was transfer to the ICU where

she remained for subsequent 4 days. In ICU, she was

put on assisted respiratory support with high flow

oxygen but no intubation was done. They were not

sure about the agent responsible for such dramatic

respiratory distress and so treated her with antibiotics,

supportive care with nebulization and constant oxygen

delivery. Her Glasgow coma score was below 9 with

low systolic blood pressure which responded to

intravenous saline. During her stay in ICU for 96 hour,

there was slow improvement happens on vital signs

and gradual stability in respiratory effort. As her

condition improves except the semi-unconsciousness,

she was returned to ward. At the ward, we noticed

that her vital signs have become stable but she was

still unconscious. Then, an MRI of her Brain was done

and it was found unremarkable. She regained her

consciousness 2 days later and neurological

examination was consistent with that weaknesses of

both of her upper and lower limbs and ptosis of both

upper eyelids. Her consciousness return to completely

normal state and she could not remember any event

of prolonged unresponsiveness.  A nerve conduction

study (NCS) of Cross Limbs and CSF Study was done

which were also unremarkable. We carried out some

investigation and the report showed that on

investigation, Complete Blood Count (CBC), blood

sugar, LFT, KFT, serum electrolytes, ECG, and X-ray

chest were normal. Upon continued observation, we

noticed that at around Day 17 of her stay in DMCH,

her weakness started to improve and she could move

her limbs and sit upwards on the bed. During her

arrival the patient did not receive any atropine and

pralidoxime as an antidote as classical acute

cholinergic crisis was not present. Her respiratory

distress as recovered with high flow oxygen and

occasional nebulae.  Her weakness and proximal

following distal weakness was only observed and only

physiotherapy was advocated.

Discussion:

Organophosphate compounds (OPCs) are used as

pesticides, petroleum additives, plastic modifiers,

lubricants, antioxidants, and flame retardants. They

may be absorbed via the skin or respiratory and

gastrointestinal tracts. Suicidal ingestion is the most

common mode of OPC poisoning in India. Occupational

exposure to organophosphates in agricultural workers

or consumption of oil or food contaminated or

adulterated by the toxin are other well documented

modes of poisoning. The severity of poisoning depends

on the dose and the type organophosphate exposure.
3  Commonly implicated OPCs include diazinon,

malathion, fenthion, sumithion, chlorpyrifos,

chlorfenvinphos, paroxanmethyl, dimethoate,

oxydementon, tri-orthocresyl phosphate (TOCP),

dichlorovos, leptophos, mipafox, chlorphos, trichlorfox,

metriphonate and metamidophos. 3,4

The three phases of neurological illness following OP

intoxication are well reported. Phase I (acute cholinergic

crisis) occurs predominantly quickly after ingestions

Fig.-2 (a&b): Bilateral ptosis and mild external opthalmoplegia and MRI revealed hyperintensity in temporal lobe

A Patient with Intermediate Syndrome with Toxic Encephalopathy Following Organophosphate BJM Vol. 30 No. 1
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and  it is the common presentation and physicians

dealt this presentation with atropine and pralidoxime.

Phase II (intermediate syndrome) develops 24-96 hours

during and sometimes after resolution of 1st phase. It

is characterized by  ptosis, opthalmoplegia , broken

neck signs and also weakness of  proximal muscles of

specially limbs, and cranial nerve palsies.

Extrapyramidal symptoms are uncommon, but can be

a serious occurrence in OP poisoning in Phase II. 5

Phase III (organophosphate-induced delayed

polyneuropathy) presents 2-3 weeks after OP exposure

and predominantly motor in type. 6

The intermediate syndrome has variable presentation

and variable severity with mild proximal weakness to

severe type II respiratory failure and in need of

mechanical ventilation. 5,6 In out index case, the patient

developed ptosis and opthalmoplegia and having

impending respiratory failure. As she was referred to

ICU for special support, her progression gradually

stopped and her respiratory drive gradually turn back

to normal with only oxygen therapy and occasional

nebules. The severity of respiratory distress and

quicker non progression was a strange finding in this

case and it provokes more basic works on intermediate

syndrome. In our case the patient had steady

improvement on the part of intermediate syndrome

and follow up after one month showed complete

recovery from intermediate syndrome.

The interesting finding of this index case was her state

of encephalopathy. Although PRESS has been

described in few literatures but commonly it is

associated with characteristic  imaging findings in CT

and MRI. The delayed type of encephalopathy was

described 35 patients  in one original study7 where

the GCS was  very low after about 5 days with miosis

with clinically detectable no cortical or brainstem

activity and computed tomography of the brain and

cerebrospinal fluid analysis were normal and

Electroencephalogram showed bihemispheric slow

wave disturbances. In our index case, the interesting

finding was early encephalopathy within 6 hours of

time and persisting for prolonged duration of a week.

The ingredients of cypermethrin (high percentage in

combination with chlorphyrifos) may be also

responsible for such early encephalopathy but the

presentation of intermediate syndrome at same time

make the chlorphyrifos as the likely culprit agent for

early encephalopathy. The imaging study in the index

case was unremarkable with mild hyperintensity noted

in temporal zone and this is consistent with prior

study.4,7 Although persistent cholinesterase inhibition

is likely to have contributed to the manifestations, the

mechanism of coma and encephalopathy need to be

explored in further trials. The good outcomes in this

patient suggest that therapy should not be limited in

OP-poisoned patient developing profound coma or

encephalopathy during hospitalization. Also, we

followed up with her condition after one month and

found that she has now recovered from the symptoms

of toxic encephalopathy completely.

In  patients who are presenting with intermediate

syndrome and toxic encephalopathy following exposure

to organophosphates, particularly chlorpyrifos, should

be kept under observation.  Some patients with

intermediate syndromes might get better gradually

without any specific treatments and further follow-up

of patients suffering from organophosphate poisoning

are also necessary to prevent the development of

further complications such chronic organophosphate

poisoning induced neuropathy.

Conclusion:

Understanding that the OP intermediate syndrome with

the neurological complications of encephalopathy may

complicate the diagnosis and treatment of OP

intoxication indicate discussion among medical

students, medicine residents, emergency residents,

and primary care physicians in rural practice  where

OP intoxication cases may be anticipated. The primary

protective measure to avoid both OP intoxication is to

establish national policies, comprehensive regulations,

and education for the safe handling and storage of

OPs for domestic, agriculture, and industrial use.
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AFFORDABLE AND HIGH-QUALITY OUTPATIENT

ADULT MEDICAL CARE
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Abstract

In low- and middle-income countries (LMIC) like Bangladesh, hospitalization-requiring care for all is

usually adequately provided by public institutions for poorer, and private hospitals for wealthier

citizens. In contrast, outpatient medical care and pharmaceuticals require out-of-pocket payments by

patients. How to provide such services which are affordable and of effectively high-quality, has been

difficult to define. With increasing non-communicable disease (NCD) case-burdens in cancer and

cardiovascular diseases in LMIC/Bangladesh, addressing these service challenges is becoming more

urgent.

We have been working to provide medical care for women with breast problems and have identified

in this setting the following components as critical to meeting this affordability/quality challenge: 1.

Maximal use of information technology tools; 2. Increased paraprofessional staffing; 3.  Diagnostic

pathways and care guidelines which are evidence-based.; 4. Increased point-of-care diagnostic

services; and 5. Implementational research.

While broad societal issues of poverty, human rights, governance, and education strongly influence

the quality of medical care, local systemic solutions are needed if the 2030 WHO Sustainable

Development Goal of lowering morbidity and mortality from NCDs by one third, is to be met.

Key words: Outpatient care, affordable care, high-quality care
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In low- and middle-income countries (LMIC) like

Bangladesh, hospitalization-requiring care for all is

usually adequately provided by public institutions for

poorer, and private hospitals for wealthier citizens. In

contrast, outpatient medical care and pharmaceuticals

require out-of-pocket payments by patients. New

businesses and their models are mostly targeting a

growing urban emerging middle-class clientele, with

commercial solutions. Markets have mostly ignored

the much larger populations of patients at the bottom

of the age-population pyramid. Paralysis and neglect

best characterize cancer medicine for most citizens in

LMIC, where cost issues scare government officials,

big businesses (such as diagnostic laboratories) and

major pharmaceutical companies control what care is

given for everyone, and often the majority of any funds

for cancer is spent on diagnostic investigations and

systemic treatments of marginal value.

Further, it is becoming clear that access to care—at

best with universal health coverage, which is very much

a priority concern in LMIC— is not enough and is not

necessarily associated with measurable improvements

in patient outcomes.1 Beyond access, to be useful care

needs to be of sufficiently high-quality with six key

features: effective, safe, patient-centered, efficient,

timely and equitable, to achieve measurable patient

outcome improvements.2

    In the development field broadly, there has been a

shift in focus toward local community and small-scale

enterprise (e.g. ‘social business’) solutions to poverty.3

Applied to medicine, this focus suggests that greater

efforts in defining local solutions may provide useful

models.4 In these contexts, we share here our

experience developing a Breast Problem Clinic over the

last several years, which efforts we believe, have

supported some keys to creating affordable and

sufficiently high-quality outpatient medical care

services, applicable more broadly to other NCDs.
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Outpatient care “solutions” allowing affordable and

high-quality care

   We have previously reported our general experience

with breast cancer in Bangladesh [5]. Here we report

our specific experience in developing a Breast Problem

Clinic, focusing on service components which we now

believe have been critical to achieving a more

generalizable and sustainable outpatient business

model for a high-quality, affordable service. In Table 1

are these components, following which each is

discussed in detail.

Table-I

Suggested ‘solution’ components for sustainable,

affordable outpatient medical services

• Intense information technology tool use.

• Increased paraprofessional staffing

• Evidence-based diagnostic pathway and treatment

guidelines

• Increased point-of-care diagnostic testing

• Implementation research

Information technology tools-electronic medical records

From provider and patient viewpoints, the key

informational technology development has been the

evolution of electronic medical records (EMRs). EMRs

have allowed a transition from a primarily paper-based

industry, to one where greater accountability for

services and more pro-active efforts in public health

are possible.

The benefits of EMRs for health care providers are

multiple: clarity of medical information because of use

of electronic recording instead of handwriting and  an

associated reduction in errors; increased safety

because relevant data critical to care is more openly

available—such as allergy information;  the addition

of required components have led to increased reliability

of the medical record and  increased completeness;

greater transferability is possible with real time sharing

of medical information; greater transparency of

information occurs; auditability is more achievable;

immediate retrievability of information is possible;

multiple providers can access information

simultaneously; efficient and permanent record storage

occurs; after learning, increased job satisfaction of

practitioners is reported; and finally reminder tools

can be incorporated (as for immunizations) which can

increased the  efficiency and quality of care.6

The benefits of EMRs for patients include: faster care

because legible information is promptly available;

transparency for patients and doctors alike;

demystification and education about patients’ own

medical situation  because of transparency; the

availability of a permanent record; clarity of the

information and associated ability of patients to correct

mistakes; an EMR for a patient is a step in direction of

having all his/her critical health information in one

place instead of in multiple medical care site ‘silos’;

encouragement of  more patient-centered care by

having information available for the practitioner

instead of having to start from baseline with each

patient encounter; increased safety because major

diagnoses and problems are  more evident; and finally,

as for practitioners, EMRs facilitate greater likelihood

of comprehensive care with tools like immunization

reminders.

What are the critical elements of an EMR?

From our experience, focusing on patient care issues,

the critical templates/elements of an EMR are listed

in Table-II.

Table-II

Critical sections for an adult EMR

• Major problem/diagnoses list

• Complete vital signs

• Previous medical information; immunization status

• On-line test and prescription ordering

• Laboratory and radiology reports on-line

• Point-of-Care (P-O-C) testing reports

• Current visit complete note, with common problem

templates

• Previous visit notes and summaries

• Written current visit summary

The first and most critical template is a “Major

problem/diagnoses” list. The completeness and

precision of this list develops over time at a specific

care site. In Bangladesh because of the high prevalence

of hypertension, diabetes or pre-diabetes; under/

overnutrition; asthma; back pain;  and, headache/

head pain, all of which conditions, associated

complications and their treatments so frequently bear

on any responsible decisions about new problems,

creation of such a list which often includes these

problems, is really essential to good patient care.

Any medical intervention must take account of all vital

signs (Blood pressure, heart rate, weight and

heightàcalculated body mass index -BMI, pain score;

and, as appropriate, respiratory rate, temperature).

Previous medical information/reports should be listed

in chronological order, and summarized. Critical

immunization status information should cover: Flu

vaccine; tetanus; pneumonia vaccine; Hepatitis B and

HPV vaccine status.
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Critical to the efficiencies that an EMR system can

provide is the capacity to order laboratory and imaging

tests and prescriptions on line and to receive and

laboratory and radiology reports on-line.

Any point-of-care testing reports should be recordable

in the EMR. From our experience, in which we do high-

resolution ultrasound imaging in all our breast problem

patients, we have a report template which is completed

as the procedure is done.

The current visit complete note should include the

problem history, and physical examination findings

following from common problem templates as

appropriate (Chest/lung/asthma; breast; abdominal;

gynecologic; back pain; head and neck; diabetes-

related).

For patient education and record purposes, it is critical

that there be a written current visit summary, a paper

copy of which is given to patient at the conclusion of

the visit.  This summary template automatically should

include: Major problem/Diagnoses list; current vital

signs; current test reports; immunization status; and

written summary of visit.

How do we create and operate our EMR?

The major challenges with EMRs have been their

introduction into ongoing medical services, with

established routines and work expectations.7

Physicians generally consider record keeping to be a

task that others should perform, and thus are resistant

to taking the time and undergoing the training to

become facile in using an EMR system. From individual

physician perspectives, in addressing particular patient

problems, the added benefits of often lengthy EMR

interaction/paper/bureaucratic work, do not justify

the effort and time they are asked to spend. However,

from broader health care perspectives and observers,

EMR use is all about improving health care for patients,

over long periods of time, which in fact the evidence

suggests occurs. A further general issue with EMRs,

is the “natural” evolutionary process for any software

program through which an elegant, powerful, and

helpful tool adds and adds features which are

susceptible to problems, and the whole program

becomes more vulnerable to major malfunction. As this

process occurs, what for the user could be done with

one click, now requires multiple clicks, with associated

time and frustration. Overall the challenge of

developing and using an EMR system is one of not

allowing the perfect to become the enemy of the good.

We developed an EMR which we began using in our

one site center from early on, which circumstances

must be acknowledged to have made this process much

more manageable for us.

The key operational matter we have found is that we

employ technician-nursing assistants who have

become primary EMR record creators. They record

demographic information, start major diagnosis/

problem lists, assemble in the record previous medical

information, and determine and record vital signs. We

believe that having such niche paraprofessional

workers is key to making EMR more acceptable and

standardized procedure. A variation of such an

approach in the United States has been to have scribes

who create all the record information7. Following this,

our medical officers review the preliminary record,

focus on patient history and examination by face to

face interaction, and then afterwards write and revise/

polish written EMR documents (e.g. diagnoses/

problem list; current visit note; point-of-care testing

results; visit summary) and give feedback to EMR

technician paraprofessionals to increase their record-

creating skills and capacities.

There are two critical issues with regard to the principal

professional care providers and EMRs: first these

individuals must themselves write and revise the

specific above-noted noted information in the EMR—

these records are their professional records.  Second,

record entry and patient interaction should be separate

activities by medical officers. The patient-professional

encounter should be face-to-face and not professional

face-to- EMR screen; the focus should be the patient

relationship, not record writing for the central part of

the encounter.

EMR Pros and cons:

By far the biggest issues about EMR use have been

the start-up costs of the hardware and software, the

introduction and learning time to get to routine, and

efficient use for facility staff, and the loss of practice

revenue associated with the down  time during which

staff are being trained6,7. EMR packages “off-the-shelf”

are expensive and often seemingly not suited to the

perceived needs of specific medical services.

Development of one’s own facility EMR is however also

expensive and significantly staff-time-consuming. Once

introduced there are regular EMR maintenance costs.

Business departments of medical facilities have been

more enthusiastic about EMRs when there is a major

component which facilitates billing; indeed, most EMR

systems currently in place in LMIC are essentially

billing systems. There are security and privacy issues

with EMRs for which many LMIC have not developed

protective policies.

Sidebar: Case study: 65-year old woman with Clinical

stage IIA, triple negative breast cancer. The guideline

evidence-based intervention of choice was neoadjuvant

chemotherapy. Major issues however concerned the
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cardiovascular and renal safety of such treatment.  The

critical past history which it took days to sort out, and

for which complete information was never available

because of care at different institution and inaccessible

records, included coronary artery disease (CAD), with

reported single vessel disease by angiogram 4 years

previously; diabetes; and kidney disease characterized

by microalbuminuria and estimated depressed

glomerular filtration rate, all essential in providing and

allowing high quality care—in this case particularly

safe and appropriate care.8

Beyond the use of EMRs, information technology

applications in our center have been critical in allowing

patient appointment scheduling, and efficient staff

communications.

Increased paraprofessional staffing

A major critic of inefficient medical business models,

Clayton Christensen, argues that disruptive innovation

is needed with first technological enabling:

routinization of previously unstructured processes

which allow ownership of parts of processes by

“technological specialists”.9 This kind of innovation in

medicine in Asia started with cataract care—in which

the specific steps in preparing for and doing cataract

surgery were broken down, and responsibility for each

step was given to single individuals who became very

expert with that activity. High volume with such care

became possible and such volume begets lower costs

and high quality. For most medical outpatient visits,

the necessary assemblage and recording of previous

and current relevant data are significantly time-

consuming, usually of the most costly staff individuals

in the system—physician practitioners. As discussed

above, taking the EMR record and information-

requiring process, and routinizing it as physician

assistant/nursing assistant work, frees up physicians

to better use their skills and time.

In our system of care for breast problems, a second

routine activity—ultrasonography of the breasts—has

also become a paraprofessional technology niche for

our nurses.10  In a specialty care system like ours,

focusing only on problems of one organ, where we felt

that use of this imaging procedure was justified in every

case, the experience and expertise of our nursing staff

rapidly become huge—with hearing patients’ histories,

seeing their breasts, examining their breasts, and then

after initial training, doing ultrasonography, and

generating a written report in the EMR. Thus,

ultrasonography of a single organ can quickly become

an area of technical expertise for one paraprofessional.

Ultrasonography is particularly important because the

WHO estimates that 70% imaging can be done with

this technology.1

A third area of paraprofessional staffing is counselling

and patient education. Interactions at medical care

facilities are often new, confusing, frightening and

stressful for patients and their families. Over time,

effective patient care comes about because of good

understanding by the patient and his/her family of

the medical problem from which the patient suffers,

and consequent better compliance with high-quality

interventions. Limited patient understanding leads to

wasted health care resources with “doctor-shopping”,

and non-compliance with recommended interventions.

In high-income countries, trained teacher patient

“navigators”, visitor, or “accompangnateurs” have been

included as part of health care teams as a strategy to

address this component of care. We have employed

such counsellors in our Breast Problem Center and

have found that they decompress the time pressures

on medical officers for explanations, and appear to be

associated with significant patient satisfaction with

their care. These counsellors explain before the medical

officer interactions and ultrasound examinations what

will happen in the visit, and then work with patients

after their formal visit encounter to go over the written

visit summary. With sometimes pre-written educational

materials, and “protocols”, such educator-navigators

can contribute meaningfully to each of the named

quality measures: efficacy, safety, cost-effectiveness,

patient-centeredness, timeliness, and equity [2].

Importantly, educational components of medical care,

which physicians often have little time for or provide

poorly, are addressed.

Paraprofessional: clinical nurse practitioner or

technical nursing assistants, should and can develop

positions to care for patients with: 1. Gynecological

problems and abdominal complaints, each potentially

benefiting from ultrasound examinations; 2.

Pulmonary, especially asthmatic complaints, together

as appropriate with on-site chest x rays;  3.

Hypertension and diabetes conditions; and 4. Common

dermatologic and oro-pharyngeal problems, where

matching of photographed patient lesions with

identified conditions in pictionaries, can be done.

Critical to efficient and high-quality paraprofessional

care is the development of rigorous and evidenced-

based diagnostic pathways and treatment guidelines

to direct clinical practice—our third critical component

solution to affordable and high-quality care.

Evidence-based medicine-diagnostic pathways and

treatment guidelines

Increasingly, highest quality care is being provided

when there are EMR or other easily available linkages

to evidence-based clinical practice guidelines. This has

been most seen in cancer care in high-income countries
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with comprehensive guidelines such as those provided

by the National Comprehensive Cancer Network

(NCCN) in the United States (nccn.com). Instead of

relying on physician memory and knowledge, optimal

medical care systems are actively using clinical practice

guidelines and diagnostic and treatment pathways, and

assessing physician performance in audits against

these. Such guidelines in cancer have been a major

tool in addressing excess laboratory blood testing and

imaging use, each of which practices are often

associated with high false positive test results [12].

An advanced form of this problem is seen with

commercial medical service models which offer hi-tech

(and expensive) genetic molecular diagnostics testing

when such testing is likely to provide little or no clinical

benefit.13 The NCCN site offers additionally patient

educational materials, which can be the bases for

circumstance-specific training for counsellors. We have

created Bangladeshi guidelines for both breast problem

diagnosis and management, and palliative care

(agbreastcare.org; ag-palliativecare.net). Our efforts are

Bangladeshi-circumstance-adapted, and take into

account the full breadth of issues defining a high-

quality intervention instead of only efficacy, particularly

cost-effectiveness and safety. Across the board of

common adult medical problems referred to above,

internet searches can locate developed materials or

already long-used pathways and guidelines to allow

developing a clinic or center’s own pathways and

algorithms. As for EMR creation there are some upfront

time and financial costs, but the returns in getting to

affordable and high-quality care systems are high, and

for both practitioners and patients such developed

systems are very satisfying.

Point-of-care (P-O-C) diagnostics

80% of truly necessary imaging can be done on site

with ultrasound and basic radiology—chest X ray and

plain bone x ray imaging.11 Multiple site fragmentation

of care with such  testing, is inefficient, and frequent

drop out or  incompletion of planned or ordered imaging

tests is common when patients have to go to another

facility for such testing. A further benefit of on-site  or

what is called point-of-care (P-O-C) diagnostic testing

is that  there can be greater correlation of  relevant

information with the imaging results when these are

conducted by the same staff at one site.  Our use of

high-resolution breast ultrasound has been a very

satisfying P-O-C approach, which patients particularly

appreciate when they are shown their images.10 We

further try whenever possible to promptly do surgical

breast biopsies of suspicious masses or clinical findings

on site, again avoiding common loss to follow up or

follow through of  recommended tissue sampling.5

Radiology (chest X ray) or laboratory capacity for

complete blood counts or basic chemistries in-house,

extend this concept and again allow, at the time of the

initial encounter, greater likelihood of reaching some

conclusion about patients’ common problems and how

to approach them. Increasingly non-invasive

technologies for blood testing are likely and will make

P-O-C testing even more convenient.

A further extension of the concept of P-O-C diagnostics

is the transmission of patient data from home using

sensors or questionnaires on ‘apps”.  We are doing

this with a symptom questionnaire for palliative care—

essentially offering a tele-home hospice system (ag-

palliativecare.net).14

The essence of the increasing P-O-C capacities is that

“one-stop” care to medical problem solutions should

be and can be a major goal of adult outpatient care

systems.

Implementational research

Our sense is that Bangladesh needs far more

evaluation and more formal research into how to

implement changes in outpatient medical systems to

achieve greater affordability and high quality. As Abed

has emphasized, scaling up health programs doesn’t

make sense absent a “solid evidence base regarding

effectiveness” [15, Foreward, pxxi). Our experience

developing our palliative care system and with our

breast ultrasound experience are both examples of how

such research can so much help define better ways

forward.10,14

Conclusions and take-home ideas

If Bangladesh and other LMIC are going to meet the

2030 WHO Sustainable Development Goal of lowering

morbidity and mortality from NCDs by one third,

considerably more exploration and communications

about outpatient adult medical care solutions are going

to have to occur. Local experimentation is key. Foci on

tight business models and on patient-centered care

are critical. We all need idea champions for solutions

like the ones we suggest here. Bangladesh has

contributed much to thinking about how to scale up

demonstrated effective health programs to take to

higher levels.15
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CLINICAL IMAGE

Mrs. M, 75 years of age, Non diabetic, hypertensive

and chronic stable angina patient, resident of Lalbagh,

Dhaka presented with the complains of  high grade

fever with chills and rigor for 14 days associated with

pleuritic chest pain for same duration and productive

cough and progressive worsening dysnoea for 10-12

days. On examination there was features of
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consolidation on right sided chest territory and others

area with vesicular breath sound and prolonged

expiration. She was diagnosed as Cavitary lung lesion

with COPD with Hypertension and Ischemic Heart

disease. Imaging studies were done including chest x-

ray and CT scan of Chest.

Discussion:

The abdominal hernia with bowel loop in chest or

mediastinum is a rare finding1. Although the hernia

Fig: A. Chest xray revealed features of multiple cavitary lesions while B. CT scan revealed features of consolidation

with gas containing loops of bowel with diaphragmatic hernia

can be detected from evaluation of imaging in abdomen

easily, its not that easy from chest imaging. Patient

presented with features of cavitary lung lesion (Fig A)

later found to have abdominal loop in mediastinum in

coronal reconstruction CT scan of chest (Fig B) Part of

the Some bowel loops, adjacent to the heart (B), is

clearly visible.  The right lung is displaced and

compressed. Adult bochdalek hernia should be

considered as a differential possibility in caviatry lung

lesion imaging modality of  chest imaging.2,3
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2. Sridhar AV, Nichani S:Late presenting congenital

diaphragmatic hernia.Emerg Med J2004,21:261–262.

3. Wilbur AC, Gorodetsky A, Hibbeln JF:Imaging findings of

adult Bochdalek hernias.Clin Imaging,1994,18:224–229
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